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This is the secondpreliminaryreporton excavationsat Halai in Lokris,
which arebeing carriedout by a team from CornellUniversity.Our first
two excavationseasonswere summarizedin the first preliminaryreport
alongwith earlierwork at the site and its environs,includingthat of an
expeditionof GoldmanandWalker(Kosmopoulos)from 1911 to 1935.1
A thirdseasonof excavationswas carriedout at Halai in the summerof
1992.Nearlyfiftyarchaeologists
andarchaeologists-in-training
fromNorth
Americaand Europetook part.2Digging took place on the acropolisin
1. Coleman 1992a. Since the earlier
report,all surveyand architecturalplans
have been digitized by means of the
Autocad program(Release 12). The
architecturaldrawingsillustratingthe
currentreportwere printed from these
electronicrecordswith a LaserJet4m
printer.Figure 1 gives an impressionof
the presentstate of the overalldigitized
architecturalrecords.The data files
include much more informationthan
can be displayedin black and white
or at a scale appropriatehere.The
digitized plans availableat the
project'sWorld Wide Web site (http://
halai.fac.cornell.edu)show the remains
of each period in a differentcolor.
2. Work took place fromJune 22 to
July 31. Thirteen local workers(including three pot-washers)were employed.
In additionto Coleman, Director,fulltime staff membersincluded Mary Eliot,
Associate Director and Area F supervisor;Jason H. Coleman, Peter Danner,
Curtis L. Ellett, KerillO'Neill, Melanie
Pomeroy,Demetrios E. Sagias,JuliaL.
Shear,Greg Smith, and PatriciaS.
Wren, trench supervisors;Jackie
Ettlinger,Denise McCoskey,Ann

Merriman,Michele Miller, Helen
Papademetriou,Edmund Pedersen,Tina
Petrihou,Alison Sandman,and Sonya
Wolff, field archaeologists;Christina
Contis, architect;Paul R. Stremple,
architecturalrecording;Devin Cheema,
registrar;Eric A. Nordgren,object
conservation;Julia F. Rounds,pottery
sorting;Mark Bock, photographer;Peter
De Staeblerand Matthew Drake,
balloon photography;Julie K. Near,
palaeobotanist;WendyYielding,
zooarchaeologist;and ValerieWoelfel,
draftsperson.Lois Berkowitz,Damian
Carr,and KarenE. Carrwere also
presentfor part of the season.The
following student traineesalso participated (from Cornell Universityexcept as
indicated):VanessaAvery (McGill
Univ.), Christi Baker,KarenF. Byrne,
TreskaM. Cole (BrownUniv.), Michelle
Maxine Ensey (CentralWashington
Univ.), Celina L. Gray (VassarCollege),
Megan Katz (PrincetonHigh School),
LauraKellogg (Univ. of Rhode Island),
Todd Reed, CarrieA. Shea (Mount
Holyoke College),JeannetteL. Stach
(OaklandUniv.), andJeremyYielding.
JohannaEliot was camp manager.As in

formerseasons,Eleni Zachou oversaw
the excavationson behalf of the Greek
ArchaeologicalService.The excavations
were carriedout under the general
auspicesof the American School of
ClassicalStudies at Athens and the
Cornell Halai and East Lokris Project
(CHELP), and they were supportedin
partby grantsfrom the National
Endowment for the Humanities, the
Townsend Fund of the Department of
Classics at Cornell University,and the
Institute for Aegean Prehistoryas well as
by privatedonations.
Preliminarynotices and abstractsof
oral paperson the currentexcavations
include the following: 1990 season:AJA
95 (1991), p. 327; BCH 115 (1991), pp.
885-886; AR 1990-1991, p. 45; ArchDelt
45 (1990), Chron., pp. 184-185; 1991
season:AJA96 (1992), p. 346; BCH 116
(1992), p. 885;AR 1991-1992, p. 40;
ArchDelt46 (1991), Chron., pp. 198199; 1992 and subsequentstudy seasons:
AJA98 (1994), p. 287; BCH 117 (1993),
pp. 824, 826;AR 1992-1993, pp. 49-50;
AR 1993-1994, p. 49. For a summaryof
the currentexcavations,see also
Papademetriou1994.

American School of Classical Studies at Athens
is collaborating with JSTOR to digitize, preserve, and extend access to
Hesperia
®
www.jstor.org
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Areas A, C, F, G, and H (Figs. 1, 2). Architecture, stratigraphy,and finds
were further studied in the summers of 1993 and 1994 in anticipation of
renewed excavation in 1996.3
The current excavations at Halai are a key part of the Cornell Halai
and East Lokris Project (CHELP), an interdisciplinaryproject of survey
and excavation initiated in 1986.4 The survey area, roughly 185 km2, was
chosen to include the maximum areathat could conceivablyhave belonged
to the Graeco-Roman town of Halai.5The overall aim of the project is to
record and study the archaeological and environmental evidence for human activity within this area from the beginning of the Neolithic period
until Byzantine times. The project is essentially scientific and does not rely
on any particulartheoretical approach.6Surface survey activities of 1988
and 1989 produced evidence that the probable maximum extent of the
town of Halai itself was about 15 ha and suggested that in the Hellenistic
period there may have been an outer ring of fortifications, now almost
completely lost, in addition to those of the acropolis.7The 280 tombs of
Archaic through Roman date excavatedby Goldman and Walker and other
recently excavatedtombs8seem to have been grouped in cemeteries around
the periphery of the town.
Starting in 1990, CHELP has focused on excavations on the acropolis of Halai. The aims of the excavations are to extend our knowledge of
Halai and to set the resultsof the earlierexpedition of Goldman andWalker
into a more precise chronological and cultural context. Eventually, when
surfacesurveyis resumed, the resultsof our excavationswill also be brought
to bear on broader questions about the town's geographical situation, political boundaries, and economic life.
As in earlier years the system of balloon photography developed by
Andrew Heafitz for the use of our expedition9 continued to be of great
3. Study in 1993 took place from
June 21 to July 30. Twenty-one people
took part on a long-term basis.They
included,in addition to Coleman and
Eliot, VanessaAvery,draftsperson;
JacquelynCollins-Clinton, Hellenistic
and Roman pottery;M. Miller, Neolithic beads;J. K. Near,palaeobotanist;
E. A. Nordgren,object conservation;
W. Yielding, zooarchaeologist;V. Woelfel, draftsperson;J. Yielding, chipped
stone tools; C. Baker,J.H. Coleman,
feroniqueE. Dupont, C. L. Ellett, K.
O'Neill, H. Papademetriou,T. Petrihou,
KathleenM. Quinn,J. F. Rounds,M.
Pomeroy,D. E. Sagias,and P. S. Wren.
Diane le Berrurier(CarletonUniv.),
Late Roman levels and finds, was
presentfor a shortertime.
Study in 1994 took place fromJune
27 to August 8. Fourteenpeople took
part on a long-term basis, including (in
additionto Coleman and Eliot) Susan

E. Allen, photography,Neolithic
pottery;D. le Berrurier,Late Roman
levels and finds;Megan Battey,
inventory;Max Kallhammer,Autocad,
drawing;ScottJ. McDonough, Autocad,
dBase;E. A. Nordgren,objectconservation; K. O'Neill (Colby College),
chipped stone tools;W. Yielding,
zooarchaeologist;J. F. Rounds, Hellenistic levels and pottery;EmmanuelleVan
Rutten,Autocad;BryanWilliams,
architecturaland stratigraphicrecording;
and P. S. Wren, Archaiclevels and
pottery.Presentfor a shortertime were
J. K. Near,palaeobotanist,and Nicholas
Nicastro,video photography.The study
seasonswere supportedin part by the
Townsend Fund of the Department of
Classics at Cornell Universityand the
Institute for Aegean Prehistoryas well
as by privatedonations.The excavations
of 1996, the subjectof a futurereport,
concentratedon Neolithic levels.

4. We expressour heartfeltthanks to
the 14th Ephoreiaof Prehistoricand
ClassicalAntiquities at Lamia and
particularlyto PhanouriaDakoroniaand
Pantos Pantos for much help and advice
during and since the third campaignof
excavation.For their adviceand kindness
on many occasions,we also thank Eleni
Zachou and Sonia Demaki, archaeologists of the 14th Ephoreia;conservator
Christos Vapourakis;formerarchaiophylakasNikos Psarras;and the many
other friendsof the projectin Malesina,
too numerousto mention here by name.
5. Coleman 1992a, fig. 1.
6. The word "scientific"is of course
somewhatproblematic;for a brief
discussion,see J. E. Coleman, in
Coleman et al. 1996, pp. vi-vii.
7. Coleman 1992a, p. 268 and fig. 2.
8. For the location of one group of
tombs see Coleman 1992a, fig. 2 at G.
9. Heafitz 1992.
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value in recording architectureand horizontal exposures of finds. Balloon
photographs also proved useful for photogrammetric purposes.10
The remains on the acropolis at Halai fall into four main periods:
Neolithic, Archaic, Hellenistic, and Late Roman. Each period is summarized below; Coleman is responsible for the sections on Neolithic and
Hellenistic Halai, and conservation; Wren for the Archaic period;" and
Quinn for the discussion of Late Roman and Byzantine remains. Catalogue entries for at least a few examples of stratified finds are given. Some
of these finds were handed over to the Greek Archaeological Service for
permanent storage and display in the new museum in the Kastroat Lamia,
which opened in September 1994.

NEOLITHIC PERIOD

10. Especiallyas processedwith the
Photocad program;Contis 1993
describesour initial uses of photogrammetry.
11. Wren died on January13, 1997,
before her section of this articlewas
finalized.Coleman rearrangedher text
slightly and added materialfrom her
M.A. thesis (Wren 1996); the
substanceof the work in this part,
however,is hers. Coleman was much
aided duringfinal editing by the
comments of an anonymousHesperia
reviewer.
12. Coleman 1992a, p. 273.
13. The outlines of this old trench
areindicatedin Coleman 1992a, fig. 5.
14. For the recordsof the earlier
expeditionsee Coleman 1992a, p. 265,
note 9; Quinn 1996.
15. For discussionsof the general
sequencein Greece see Coleman 1992b
and Demoule and Perles 1993.

At the time of its initial settlement in the Neolithic period, the acropolis
of Halai was probably a low hill a few hundred meters from the seashore.
Since then sea level has risen considerably and the sea now laps up against
the foot of the original hill. We hope eventually to pursue studies to determine with greater accuracy the position of the seashore, the contours of
the original hill, and the level of the alluvial deposits surrounding it at the
various periods that Halai was occupied. As mentioned in the previous
preliminaryreport,the Neolithic occupation probablyextended at least 60
m northwest-southeast by 40 m northeast-southwest.12
The Neolithic deposits aremost accessible in Area F, the "temple area"
of the earlier excavations. Five new trenches were excavated in Area F in
1992 (F7-F11; see Figs. 3-5). Trenches F5-F8 were subsequently combined and designated F101. One trench, F9, comprised the reexcavation
of a large trench first excavated by the Goldman/Walker expedition in
1931.' This was cleared of the debris that had accumulatedsince then and
new soundings were made. The results generally confirmed the findings of
the earlier expedition, as recorded in the notebook of Virginia Grace.14 By
the end of the season all trenches in Area F except Fl were linked to one
another, giving a total area of Neolithic exposure of more than 200 M2.
Our excavations have now produced a reasonably complete sampling
of the Neolithic sequence as it survives at Halai. The earliest levels were
reached in trench F2 (at the eastern side of the Neolithic exposurejust to
the southwest of the later Archaic altar;Fig. 6), trench F3, and probably
Room 11 of trench F9 (Fig. 3). In trenches F2 and F3 these levels occurred immediately above "stereo,"a yellow hardpan undisturbed by human activity,which was encountered about +0.70 masl. Since the top of
the uppermost Neolithic levels preservedin trenches F2 and F3 is at about
+2.70 masl, the depth of the Neolithic deposits is roughly 2.0 m. These
deposits representepisodes of building and other human activity that suggest a more or less continuous occupation dating to ca. 5900-5300 B.C.
(see below) and encompassing part of the Early Neolithic period, the
Middle Neolithic period, and the first phase of Late Neolithic I as they are
known generally in the Aegean.'5
The architecturalremains were summarized in the previous prelimi-
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Figure 3. Plan of Area F showing the
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nary report for Hesperia.'6It is clear, despite the generally fragmentary
condition of the architecture,that standardAegean building methods were
employed (mudbrick superstructureson socles built of small and mediumsized stones).17Some stone walls still stand to heights of 1 m or so. House
plans are generally rectilinear (see Figs. 3, 4), although the overall plans
are difficult to reconstructbecause of the frequency of renovations and the
gradual rise of ground level. The best-preserved room is Room 11, near
the middle of trench F9, which was initially excavated in 1931 by Grace
(Figs. 3, 5). It is roughly squarein plan and ca. 2.5 m on a side. Most of the
structuresshown in schematic form in Figures 3 and 4 are parts of similar
rectangularrooms and houses. Some rooms, particularlythose of the latest
architecturalphases (Fig. 4), had pavings or platforms of small stones, and
hearths were built of stones and clay.White mud-plaster floors also occur.
The area represented by trench F2 was an unroofed courtyard and con-

16. Coleman 1992a, pp. 273-274.
17. Cf. Demoule and Perles 1993,

pp.370,375.
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taineda long sequenceof hearthsandpits (Figs.5-7). Almost all the useful radiocarbonsamples(see below)camefromthis sequence.
A massiveband of stones on the southwesternside of trenchF101
(designatedWall BL: Figs. 4, 5) is difficultto interpret.It dates to the
latestperiodof Neolithic occupationof the site, in the Late Neolithic I
phase,andwe aresuggestingas a workinghypothesisthat it representsa
boundarywall for at least a partof the settlement.It is about3.5 m wide
andhas a heightfromtop to bottomof at least0.70 m. It is not yet clear
whetherthe existingremainsoriginallyprojectedabovethe surfaceof the
groundor whetherthey arefoundations.If the hypothesisof a boundary
wallis correct,the townwouldprobablyhavecovereda significantlysmaller
areain the LateNeolithicI phasethanin earlierperiods,sinceremainsof
earlierdatebeneaththe wall extendon eitherside.The circuitis unlikely
to have extended westward beyond the line of the later Archaic/Hellenis-
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tic fortifications, to judge by the stratigraphyin trench F9, and, since the
pottery associated with the Neolithic wall reported earlier in Area H'8 is
exclusively Middle Neolithic, it is also probable that the Late Neolithic
town did not extend as far eastwardas Area H. Late Neolithic sherds have
been found in soundings in Area A (trenches A2 and A4; Fig. 2), but they
tend to be worn and may have reached their final position after Neolithic
Halai was abandoned.
A child's skeleton, partly disturbed, was found in Middle Neolithic
levels near and partly within the southeast scarp of trench F2 (Fig. 6; position marked by arrow);only part of the skeleton was retrievedbecause of
the danger that the scarp would collapse. The remains recovered include
fragments of the cranium (including many teeth) and a few postcranial
bones."9
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18. Coleman 1992a, p. 274 and
pl. 73:b.
19. Egon Reuer and Susanne
Fabrizii-Reuerwere kind enough to
carryout an initial study of this find.
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Almost all soil from Neolithic deposits has been water-sieved throughout the three seasons of excavation, in the last two seasons under the supervision of Julie Near. The process, which was primarily designed to recover botanical remains from among the material that rises to the surface
of the water, is described in Appendix 3. The heavy fraction from watersieving was also retained in pieces of plastic fly screen, and it has yielded
many small bones and artifacts such as beads and pieces of obsidian.
Study of the chipped stone tools continues. Kerill O'Neill has conducted an initial morphological analysis (Appendix 1), and Jeremy Yielding carried out a trial, low-power, microscopic use-wear analysis in 1993.
In general, obsidian is by far the most frequent material used; cherts, of
several colors and almost certainly imported, are less common. The inhabitants of Neolithic Halai clearly had access to obsidian in abundance and
they worked it extensively at the site. Michele Miller studied the Neolithic
Figure6. TrenchF2 fromnorthwest.
Child'sskeletonis markedby arrow.
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beads for ten days or so in the summer of 1993 as part of her doctoral
dissertation.20

Specialized studies on palaeozoology and palaeoethnobotany are in
progress.Wendy Yielding (Appendix 2) has identified the bones of sheep,
goats, pig, cattle, bird, and fish. So far she has concentrated on detailed
study and analysis of the bones from trench F2, particularly the sheep/
goats. The numerous seashells that have been recoveredfrom the Neolithic
deposits suggest that marine resourceswere also an important part of the
diet. Near (Appendix 3) has identified among the food and possible food
remains several varieties of wheat, barley,lentils, and other pulses; pistachio, fig, and grape were being gathered. In general, the evidence suggests
that the animals and plants exploited by the Neolithic inhabitants were
similar to those exploited at contemporary sites throughout Greece.
Preliminarystudies of the Neolithic pottery have been completed. The
pottery was provisionally subdivided for initial sorting into eleven categories ("wares")based in the first instance on the appearanceof the exterior
surface:PL (Plain); LS (Light Slip); DS (Dark Slip); RB (Red Burnished);
BB (Black Burnished); PB (Pattern Burnished); OB (Other Burnished);
RW (Red-on-White); DW (Dark-on-White); DB (Dark-on-Buff); and
DR (Dark-on-Red). Subsequently, scientific analyses were initiated that
may provide more objective criteriaby which wares may be distinguished;21
petrographic analysis and neutron activation analysis have so far been
employed.22

Detailed phasing of the Neolithic deposits in terms of relative and
absolute chronology has yet to be completed. A relative sequence of architectural phases is gradually emerging for the whole of Area F and the
sequence of deposits in trenches F2 and F4 has been tentatively assigned
by Mary Eliot to three "strata."The strata,which are numbered from earliest (stratum 1) to latest (stratum 3), have so far been useful for the initial
studies of the chipped stone assemblage (Appendix 1). This stratigraphic
division cannot yet be extended to the whole of Area F, however, and must
be regarded as preliminary.The summary of the Neolithic sequence and
chronology that follows relies on tentative comparisons of the Halai pottery sequence with the general Neolithic sequence in Greece rather than
detailed stratigraphicanalysis.
The earliest finds probably belong to an advanced stage of the Early
Neolithic. Pottery with painted decoration is present, along with Black
Burnished and Mottled Monochrome ("Variegated")wares, in most of
the lowest deposits yet tested. The radiocarbon determinations (see below) suggest that the site was first occupied no later than a century or two
after 6000 B.C. The Early Neolithic levels are followed by extensive deposits of Middle Neolithic, although the transition between Early and Middle
Neolithic cannot be closely fixed until the pottery and stratigraphyhave
been further analyzed. There is much Red-on-White painted pottery in
the Middle Neolithic deposits reminiscent of that found at Orchomenos,
in the Valomenou mound at Chaironeia, and at Elateia.23Some Red-onWhite pieces also resemble pottery of the Middle Neolithic sequence in
Thessaly. Late Neolithic I levels represent the latest stage of occupation.

20. Miller 1997, pp. 188-190.
21. Such as those set out by Vitelli
in Franchthi8, pp. 3-12.
22. One hundredand seven
representativesherdswere exportedin
1992, thanks to the kind cooperationof
the GreekArchaeologicalService.
Analyses arebeing carriedout at
Cornell University:the preparationof
thin sections at the Department of
Geology and neutron activation
analysisat the Ward Laboratoryfor
Nuclear Studies.Timothy O'Donnell
carriedout the first steps of these
preliminaryanalysesin the spring of
1994 with a selection of twelve sherds.
Twelve more were analyzedin the fall
of 1994 by RebeccaEdmonds.Tyler
Kendallis currentlycontinuing the
analyses.We would like to acknowledge
our gratitudefor the help of Alexander
Bentley and Cornell Universitystaff
members,especiallyTim Z. Hossain of
the Ward Laboratory.
23. Orchomenos:Orchomenos
II;
Chaironeia:Soteriades1912; Elateia:
Weinberg 1962.
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Figure8. Neolithic smallstone
objects(1-6)

24. Global sea level may have risen
as much as 20 m since 5000 B.C.
accordingto van Andel and Sutton,
Franchthi2, p. 33, fig. 9.
25. Cf. Demoule and Perks 1993,
pp.368,370.
26. Cf. Karduliasand Runnels 1995,
pp. 104-108, who arguefor such a
system of distributionin EH II and
possiblyalso in the Neolithic. Excavations at Halai, however,do not support
the view of Karduliasand Runnels
(pp. 97-103 and references)that
chipped stone artifactswere important
in Graeco-Romantimes, since few
pieces arefound in levels later than the
Neolithic and none in significant
contexts;cf. Coleman 1986, p. 16,
where contextualanalysisat Elean
Pylos suggestedthat the chipped stone
artifactsthat originatedin Middle
Helladic activityat the site and that
were found in Classicallevels were
fortuitousratherthan reused.
27. The initial identificationnumber
following the cataloguenumberin this
reportis the object'sexcavationfield
number;when a second numberis
given it is that in a secondaryinventory
system,which was discontinuedfor
more recent finds.The field numbers
startwith a designationof area,trench,
and year (a=1990,b=1991, etc.). All
dimensionsare in meters.

...-,,-',,'

Initial study of the latest pottery suggests that the site was abandoned
during the first stage ("Tsangli-Larissa")of Late Neolithic I, ca. 5300 B.C.
No Neolithic pottery has been found anywhere on the acropolis or its
environs that can be dated later than that stage.
In general, the finds suggest considerable continuity of material culture throughout the Neolithic occupation of Halai. There are no sharp
breaks before the final abandonment that might indicate the arrival of
new people or earlier episodes of abandonment. An abundance of seashells and imported obsidian throughout the Neolithic levels suggests that
the sea was important as a source of food and for procurementof resources
lacking in the immediate region of the site. Since sea level was rising continuously with respect to the land during the period of Neolithic occupation,24the loss of arable land was probably a major factor in the eventual
abandonment of the site. In any case, there is no evidence to suggest that
the abandonment was a result of hostile action or an immediate natural
disaster.
In the earlier periods of the Neolithic era, settlements are usually located some distance from the sea and only a few permanent coastal settlements are known on the Greek mainland.25The livelihood of the inhabitants of Halai, as representedby the animal and plant remains, is therefore
of great interest.The abundant obsidian also suggests that we consider the
possibility that Halai was a place to which materialwas brought by sea and
subsequently distributed to the hinterland.26
Six small Neolithic stone objects are catalogued below.27
1

Stonependant

Fig. 8

F5b(12)41a(H91-464). Intact;
slightlychipped.L. 0.01, H. 0.008,
Th. 0.005.Turquoise-green
stone
interleavedwith white bands.
Triangularin outline;thickerat
bottom,narrowingtowardapex.Hole
nearapex,D. 0.001.Two narrow
grooves,W. 0.001, acrossthe bottom.

2

Stone pendant

Fig. 8

F5b(12)41a(H91-389). Intact.
L. 0.013, H. 0.01,Th. 0.004. Stone
mottledlight and darkgreen.
Somewhatirregularin outlinewith
polishedsurfaces.Hole nearcenter,
D. 0.003.
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Fig. 8

F2a(1)3 (H90-22). Coleman
1992a, pl. 70:d. Intact except for
slight chipping. L. 0.025, W. 0.018,
Th. 0.002. Dark green, polished
stone. Trapezoidal in outline. Tiny
hole, D. 0.001, near narrowerend of
trapezoid.
4

Stone pendant

Fig. 8

F2b(60)316 (H91-533). Intact
except outer edge of hole broken
away.L. 0.021,W. 0.008,Th. 0.006.
Polished, black stone. Elongated in
outline; rounded at edges. Hole near
broader end, D. 0.002; small vertical
groove at narrowerend, extending ca.
0.003 up each side.
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Fig. 8

F2c(121)264. Intact except that
the holes are broken away at outer
edge. D. 0.033, Th. 0.01. Pink marble
with white and dark striations.
Circular in outline; flattened on one
side, convex on the other side. Two
pierced holes, D. 0.003, about 0.006
apart.Traces of two other smaller
holes, D. 0.002, one at either side of
the pair of larger holes.
6

Stone celt

Fig. 8

F2c(126)259 (H92-713). Intact
except for small chips at blade. L.
0.046, W. 0.03, Th. 0.016. Compact,
black stone. Surface well polished,
somewhat shiny.

DETERMINATIONS

Thirteenradiocarbon
determinationshavebeen carriedout on samplesof
carbonizedmaterialfromvariouspointsin the Neolithicsequenceby the
Laboratoryof Isotope Geochemistryof the Universityof Arizona and
two furtherdeterminationswere carriedout by Beta AnalyticInc. The
materialfromwhich the samplesweretakenwas generallysmallin mass
(<20gm) andnot well consolidatedbecauseof the dampnessof the soil.It
was thereforeimpossiblein most cases to identifythe originalorganic
materialor even to tell whetherit was short- or long-lived.The eleven
determinationslisted in Table 1 presenta reasonablyconsistentchronologicalpictureandthey correspondfairlywell with the stratigraphic
order
of the samplesin that they generallygive increasinglylater datingsfor
stratigraphically
laterdeposits.I havechosento leaveout of consideration
the fourdeterminationslistedin Table2. These aremuchearlierthanthe
other dates in the Halai sequenceand do not conformwith our general
pictureof GreekNeolithicchronology;the samplesmayrepresentor have
been contaminatedby olderorganicmaterial.The caseof one apparently
single body of carbonizedmaterialis particularlyinteresting.It was divided into three samples,two of which were run by Arizona (A-7272,
A-7622) andone by BetaAnalyticInc. (Beta-66803).Two of the resulting
determinations(A-7622 andBeta-66803)have2-sigmarangeswith considerableoverlap,and they are consistentwith the other dates from the
site.The third(A-7272), however,is muchearlierthanthe othertwo and
forwhich the archaeological
shouldbe disregarded.
The discrepency,
contextdoes not provideanyclue,pointsup the needfor excavatorsto analyze
as manyradiocarbonsamplesfromtheir sites as possible,in orderto obtain a reliablesequence.
Twodeterminations
fromnearthebeginningof the Neolithicsequence
(datedEN in Table1) come fromearlydepositsin trenchF2 (belowthe
level of Wall BJ).They suggestthat the site was occupiedby about5900-
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TABLE 1. SELECTED

RADIOCARBON

Lab. No.

Exc. Field No.

Sample

A-7271
A-7268
A-7267
A-7264
A-7266
A-7622
Beta-66803
A-7270
Beta-66802
A-7265
A-7273

F2c(168)580
F2c(127)275
F2c(124)250
F2c(118)216
F2c(121)263
F2c(173)581c
F2c(173)581b
F2c(148)426
F2c(139)400
F2c(119)222
FlOc(16)87

wood
wood
charcoal
wood
charcoal
wood
wood
wood
soot
soot
wood

DETERMINATIONS

Uncal. B.P Date

7325?160
7530?200
6905?90
6980?170
7285?145
7065?75
6850?70
6935?170
6750?60
7070?165
6615?75

Cal., 1-sigma

Cal., 2-sigma

6360-5980
6530-6170
5930-5630
6010-5630
6220-5970
6005-5810
5730-5600
5960-5600
5660-5580
6100-5710
5580-5440

6460-5840
6760-5970
5960-5580
6190-5520
6410-5820
6080-5710
5930-5580
6140-5490
5700-5500
6270-5590
5600-5350

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

Period

EN
EN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
LN

Samplesarelisted in rough stratigraphicorder.The materialin the sample column is as estimatedat the time of excavation.All
sampleswere collectedin 1992 and analyzedduring 1993 exceptA-7622, which was analyzedin 1994. Dates in the "Uncal.B.
Date" column aregiven on the basis of the conventional5568 half-life of radiocarbon.Calibrationsare accordingto the computer
programCALIB (RadiocarbonCalibrationProgram,1993, Rev.3.0.3c; to be used in conjunctionwith Stuiverand Reimer 1993)
and areroundedoff to the nearestdecade.They are given with 1-sigma and 2-sigma ranges.Determinationswith uncalibrated
dates earlierthan ca. 7200 B.P. are calibratedwith the bidecadraldata set; the rest arecalibratedwith the decadraldata set.

TABLE 2. RADIOCARBON

DETERMINATIONS

Lab. No.

Exc. Field No.

Sample

A-7269
A-7272
A-7274
A-7275

F2c(139)361
F2c(173)581a
FlOc(25)121
FlOlc(19)83

soot
wood
charcoal
charcoal

28. Coleman 1992b.

JUDGED

Uncal. B.P! Date

8560+200
7785?180
12870?380
9805?310

INACCURATE
Cal., 1-sigma

7890-7430 B.C.
6990-6420 B.C.
13880-12660 B.C.
9800-8530 B.C.

Cal., 2-sigma

8020-7050 B.C.
7130-6210 B.C.
14400-12150 B.C.
10400-8100 B.C.

5800 B.C., if not earlier. Eight determinations are associated with a sequence of hearths and deposits in higher levels in trench F2 that fall within
the Middle Neolithic period, to judge by the associated pottery. The determinations are consistent with such an assignment; taken together, they
suggest that the Middle Neolithic began no later than 5700 B.C., which is
consistent with the chronology I have elsewhere proposed.28Where a division between the Early and Middle Neolithic deposits at Halai may conveniently fall is not yet clear from the stratigraphyand pottery.The final
determination listed in Table 1 (A-7273) is from a Late Neolithic deposit,
near the end of the period of Neolithic occupation. As it is the only determination yet obtained from Late Neolithic levels, it must be regardedwith
caution. Nevertheless, it provides a hint that the Late Neolithic occupation did not extend later than 5400-5300 B.C.
In general, the radiocarbon determinations for Halai are reasonably
consistent with those from other sites, although they suggest that it may
be more accurate to date the beginning of the Middle Neolithic a little
earlier than is customary.
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ARCHAIC PERIOD
Halai was foundedanew in the Archaicperiod,probablyin the late 7th
century B.C.29Its seaside location is significant and its foundation is likely
to be connected with increases in trade and communication by sea at that
time as a result of Greek colonization in the northern Aegean and the
Black Sea area (see below). The acropolis was laid out in a regular way
with its long axis aligned west/northwest to east/southeast (Fig. 1). The
fortifications, gates, and streets of the Archaic acropolis must have been
built in accordancewith an overall plan, to judge by their general adherence to rectangularlines and spaces, and the interior buildings may also
have been carefully planned. The line of the main street leading from the
southeast end of the acropolis to the temple area near its northwest end
was maintained until the abandonment of the town in the Late Roman
period, and the location of the two perpendicularstreets so far identified,
one near the north corner giving access to the "North"Gate and the other
passing through Areas C and H (Fig. 9), probably also originated in the
Archaic plan. The lines of most of the fortifications were also maintained,
although the fortifications were expanded toward the southeast on several
occasions and the walls themselves were renovated and strengthened.30
The northwestend of the acropoliswas probablythe religiouscenter (temple
area) from the beginning (Fig. 9). The long axis of the altar to the east of
the temple is almost perpendicularto the northwest-southeast alignment
of the acropolis.The earliest temple, by contrast,is aligned differently and,
since its long axis is almost exactly east-west, it is likely that religious
custom was more important in determining its layout than conformity to
the town plan.
Excavations have reached Archaic levels chiefly in Area F (the temple
area) and in Area A, immediately to the north. Since we have not yet
physicallyconnected the two areaswith trenches,the stratigraphyand chronology cannot yet be closely coordinated. In 1992 work on Archaic levels
took place chiefly in Area A.
A new trench, A5, immediately adjacent to the northeast side of A3
(Figs. 10, 11), revealed all but the southeastern side of a rectangularroom
(Room 19), ca. 3.4 m northeast-southwest by at least 3.5 m northwestsoutheast. At least ten courses of mudbricks still remain in place above the
stone socle of its northwestern wall (AV) at the west corner of the room.
This extraordinarystate of preservationprobablycan be attributedto continued use of Room 19 while the floor/use level graduallyrose, perhaps as
much as 0.50 m. In the uppermost levels near the north corner,three slabs
of stone are set on edge to create two receptacles (Figs. 10, 12). The slabs
are ca. 0.85-0.90 m long and 0.50 m in height. An intact, round-bottomed jug (chytra) was found, apparently in place, in the southeastern
receptacle.3'The depositional history of the room and the adjacent areato
the southwest in trench A3 is highly complex; Room 19 had two horizontal, gray (burned?) lenses in the northwest half, and regular,horizontal,
The depovariouslycolored layersof claylikematerialin the south corner.32
sitional history and purpose of these lenses and layers are as yet uncertain
and will become clear only with further excavation.

29. For more extensivediscussionof
Archaic Halai see Wren 1996. I have
profitedgreatlyfrom Curtis L. Ellett's
M.A. thesis (Ellett 1995) and from
unpublishedwork by Denise
McCoskey.For the date of founding,
see Wren 1996, pp. 54-58.
30. Goldman 1940, pp. 381-397.
31. The chytrastronglyresembles
AgoraXII, no. 1922, pl. 93, dated to the
second quarterof the 6th century,but
of a type that changed little between
then and the end of the 4th century.
32. Described in detail in Ellett
1995, pp. 27-44; cf. Wren 1996,
pp. 49-53.
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In room 18, adjacentto the northeast side of Room 19 (i.e., northeast
of Wall BM; see Fig. 13), a group of pottery was found consisting of at
least four oinochoai and five amphoras, apparently fallen together with
their lids.33The group is to be dated to the late 6th and early 5th centuries
B.C. While this situation suggests a mishap at the end of the Archaic period, more excavation is needed to determine whether the destruction was
widespread and whether it was caused by natural or human means.34In
any case, the Archaic buildings excavatedin trench A5 probablyremained
in use thereafter.

33. Ellett 1995, p. 43; Wren 1996,
pp. 53-54, 97-101.
34. For discussionof the possibilities that Halai suffereda destructive
earthquakein Late Archaic times or
was damagedby the Persianfleet as it
passed through the North Euboean
gulf on the way to Salamisin 480 B.C.
(Hdt. 8.66), see Wren 1996, pp. 27-59.
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ROOM I8 (DESTRUCTION

7

H93-930. Wren 1996, P. 98,
no. Bi. Many fragments; possibly
making a complete vessel. Rim, neck,
partial shoulder, and one handle
glued. H. est. 0.72, D. of rim 0.175,
H. of neck (with rim) 0.125, H. of
toe 0.043, D. of toe 0.074. Coarse
fabric tempered with jagged bits of
probable mudstone (strong reddish
brown), tiny pebbles, and limelike
flecks; elongated voids suggest
organic temper; fired gray at the core.
Oatmeal-colored and -textured
exterior,Munsell 5YR 7/4; interior
Munsell 7.5YR 7/4. Horizontal,
overhanging rim with flat surfaces,
outer edge angled slightly outward.
Cylindrical neck, flattened shoulder,
spherical body, and cylindrical toe.
Round handles, pinched at top, oval
where handles touch rim, with AP
inscribed after firing near top of one
handle.
Corinthian A-style transport
amphora, ca. 500-480 B.C.
Corinthian A amphoras are distinguished by a consistently globular
body (while the trend elsewhere is to
narrow,elongated forms) and a hard
orange clay, often fired gray at the
core, with a sizeable amount of
temper, primarily mudstone. The
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LEVEL)

Fig. 14

Amphora

P. S. WREN,

temperin 7 closelyresembles
mudstoneincludedin the fabricof
CorinthianA amphoras(madeof
clayfromNeogene sedimentsthat do
not naturallycontainmudstone;
Whitbread1986, pp. 97,99),
suggestingthat it was addedas
temper.The initialsinscribedon the
handlemaybe those of a distributor,
sincethe potteris likelyto have
inscribedhis own beforefiring.
See Grace1961, fig. 35, left, for
parallelfractionalamphoraidentical
in all otherrespectsbut for a vertical
edge to the rim.This smallerversion
comesfroma well in the Athenian
AgoracontainingPersiandestruction
debris.See also Shear1993, p. 451
andfig. 8.
8

Amphora

Fig. 14

H93-931. Wren 1996, p. 99, no.
B2. Fragmentsof neck,rim,one
handle(thoughboth arepresent),
andpartof shoulderglued.D. of rim
0.180, H. of neck(withrim)0.11.
Medium-coarse,pinkfabric(Munsell
5YR 7/4), with heavypinklime
incrustation(Munsell7.5YR 7/4) on
exterior,partof interior,and some
breaks.Moldedrim;concaveneck;
short,cylindrical,sloping,oval
handleswith thumbimpressions
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13.TrenchA5, showing
depositnortheastof Wall BM (1992),
north-northeastat top
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wherehandlesjoin neckand
shoulder;curvingshoulder;apparentlysphericalbody.
Transportamphora,probably
late 6th or early5th century.
C. Koehler,who kindlyviewed
drawingsand slidesof 8 and9, was
unableto identifyeitheramphora,
exceptto venturethat 8 is probably
not Corinthian.She alsoindicated
that thumbimpressionson
Corinthianvesselsoccuronly on
8th-centuryexamples.
9

Amphora

Fig. 14

H93-932. Wren 1996,p. 99, no.
B3. Fragmentary;
rim,neck,partial
shoulder,andhandlesglued.D. of
rim 0.165, H. of neck (includingrim)
0.096. Fairlyfine reddishyellow
fabric(Munsell5YR 7/6) with lightpinkincrustation(Munsell5YR 7/4);
temperedwith sameprobable
mudstoneas 7, tinypebbles,and
limelikeflecks;elongatedvoids
suggestburnedorganicinclusions.
Depressionsat shoulderon interior
smearedwith additionalclaybefore
firing.Moldedrim (flaringslightly
morethanthat on 8); convexneck;
long, oval,broadlycurvinghandles
with fingerdepressionswhere
handlesjoin shoulder;curving
shoulder;apparentlysphericalbody.
Transportamphora,possibly
Corinthian,probablylate 6th, early
5th century.Sincethe latertrendin
amphorasis awayfromthe bulging
spheresof the late 6th and early5th
centuries(cf. Koehler1978,pls. 1516, and Lawall1995, figs. 9-103), it
is safeto suggestthat neither8 nor 9
postdates7. The apparentmudstone
inclusionsin 9 suggesta Corinthian
provenience.
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Fig. 14

H92-898. Wren 1996, p. 100,
no. B4. Neck and shoulder fragments,
glued. D. 0.080, Th. 0.008. Fine, light
reddish brown fabric (Munsell 5YR
6/4) with gray/black-glazed neck
(Munsell 7.5YR 3/0); semi-glossy
light red body (Munsell 2.5YR 6/6).
Vertical neck; flattened shoulder.
Gray/black (turning to blue) pattern
of leaves (or perhaps a flower)
arranged around a circlet on shoulder
just below neck.
Round-mouthed oinochoe, ca.
550-480 B.C.; cf. AgoraXII, nos. 145149, pl. 8.
11

Oinochoe

Fig. 14

H93-926. Wren 1996, p. 100,
no. B5. Nearly three-quarters
complete (base missing). H. est. 0.14.
Fine, reddish yellow fabric (Munsell
5YR 6/6) with black-glazed body
fired to streaky red and brown; reserve
band at bottom. Interior glazed only
inside neck (black faded to red).
Trefoil rim; narrow neck; low strap
handle; oval body.
Chous-shaped oinochoe,
probably no later than 480 B.C. For
similar oinochoai, see AgoraXII, nos.
109 and 112, pl. 6.
12 Lid

Fig. 14

H92-738. Wren 1996, p. 101, no.
B6. About three-fifths complete. H.
(with broken knob) 0.015, D. 0.150,
Th. 0.008. Somewhat coarse pink
fabric (Munsell 5YR 7/4), with tiny,
smooth pebble inclusions. Flat lid
with broken knob at center. Band of
incised triangles between grooves and
a single groove near base of handle.
Date uncertain, but probably late
6th or early 5th century.

Further digging in trench A3 revealed details of the circular stone
platforms mentioned in the previous report (Fig. 10). The platforms are
roughly 1 m in diameter and 0.20 m deep, and one of them, Structureb,
was covered with a layer of pieces of large, flat, triangularshells (Fig. 15),
carefully embedded, shiny side up, in clay.35The shallow channel partly
surrounding Structure c (Fig. 16) may have been intended to provide for
the runoff of a liquid, or perhaps to support other material placed on the
platform. Differences in level-nearly 0.30 m between the two extremes-

35. The shells are of the family
Pinnidae and probablyof the species
Pinna nobilis,as was kindly suggested
by Lilian Karali.See Coleman 1992a,
p. 275, pl. 71:a for earlierreferenceto
the platforms.
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Figure15. Structureb in trenchA3
fromsoutheast
Figure16.TrenchA3 fromsouth
...

36. Cf. Hagg 1983, pp. 190-193;
Antonaccio 1995, pp. 199-207 and
referencesthere cited.The suggestion
in Coleman 1992a, p.275 that the
platformsmight be bases for granaries,
based on comparisonwith circular
Geometric structuresat Lefkandi
(LejkandiI, pp. 24-25 and pls. 5, 6:c, 7,
8:b), now seems improbable;in fact, it
seems more likely that the Lefkandi
structuresalso had a ritualpurpose (cf.
Wren 1996, pp. 66-70).
37. Wren 1996, pp. 73-78. Archaic
Greeks tended to utilize heroes in order
to strengthentheir claims to land,
sometimes repatriatingthe bones of
local heroes or even inventingworthy
ancestorswhen none existed
(Snodgrass1980, pp. 38, 41-42). Since
Halai was a new foundation(a colony
of Opous?),it may have stood in need
of such a hero;cf. Antonaccio 1995 on
heroizedcity founders.Snodgrass
(1980, p. 42) arguesthat although
platformslike those at Halai were
found in differentcontexts,they
neverthelesssuggest ancestorcults.
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Figure 17. Archaic pottery from
trench A3, around the circular
platforms (13-16), and trench F6

(19-23).

Scales

2:3 (14),1:3 (13, 16,

22, 23), 1:6(15, 20, 21)
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A3:

AREA

13 Skyphos

AROUND

CIRCULAR

Fig. 17

H93-921. Wren 1996, p. 102,
no. B7. Aboutthree-quarters
complete.D. rim 0.150, H. 0.105, D.
base0.055,Th. 0.004. Fine, reddish
yellowfabric;fabricand slip Munsell
5YR 6/6. Blackglazewith metallic
sheen.Narrowpurplebandon
interiorof evertedrim.Blackbandon
exteriorof rim,with two narrow
purplebandsin reservezone of
handlearea.Blackhandleshave
slightupwardthrust.Deep bowl,
curvingin slightlyat top. Blackzone
beneathhandles;incisionat top of
low foot;narrowreservebandat base.
Probablya centralGreek
product.Generalparallelsfrom
Corinth(e.g., CorinthVII, ii, An
176) andAttica (e.g.,AgoraXII,
pp. 88-89, nos. 378 and 380, p. 262,
pl. 18) suggesta datein the late 6th
centuryB.C.
14 Miniaturekotyle

Fig. 17

H93-925. Wren 1996,p. 102,
no. B8. Nearlycomplete.D. rim
0.066, D. base0.023, H. 0.035,
Th. 0.0018. Black-glazed,deteriorating to red on upperhalfof body;
verydeterioratedblackpainton
interior.Handlesdroopingslightly.
Hastilypaintedwith verticalstrokes
beneathrim,threebandsaround
body,one on low base.Blackpainton
undersideof base,with reservecircle
at center.
Corinthian,votivekotyle,6th

PLATFORMS

century.Cf. CorinthXVIII, i, p. 174,
no. 561, pl. 52.
15 Columnkrater

Fig. 17

H93-924. Wren 1996,p. 108,
no. B9. About two-thirdscomplete;
missingbaseandmost of lowerbody.
D. exteriorrim 0.279, H. pres.0.199.
Fine light redfabricwith crushedshelltemper,Munsell2.5YR 6/6.
Exteriorsomewhatincrusted.Black
glaze deterioratingto red,particularly
on raysnearbase;slip Munsell5YR
7/4. Interiorblack,deterioratingto
brown.Flat,black-glazedrimwith
narrowpurpleandwhite bands.
Zigzagpatternpaintedin white on
handleplate.Top portionof body
black,with two purplebands,
separatedby reserveband,at lower
center.Large,clumsilypaintedrays
extendupwardfrom(missing)basein
bottomquarter.
Corinthianizing,black-glazed
columnkrater,probablylate 6th
century.
16 Oinochoe

Fig. 17

H93-922. Wren 1996, p. 108,
no. B10. Lowerhalf only.D. base
0.074, H. pres.0.085,W. 0.140,Th.
0.005. Fairlyfine textured,light red
fabric,Munsell2.5YR 6/8. Closed,
black-glazedvesselfadedto red,with
threepurplestripes,two flankingthe
blackzone, one in reservezone above
flatbase.
Probablyan importedoinochoe
of the later6th or early5th century.

Study of pottery from trench F6, ca. 3 m northeast of the Archaic
temple, suggests that the destruction of Goldman's "firsttemple" occurred
ca. 480 B.C.38The catalogue below is of finds from debris probably associated with this destruction. It includes a small piece of sculpture (17) that is
probablybest described as folk art.
TRENCH

17

38. Wren 1996, pp. 54, 90-91 and
the catalogueon pp. 109-112.

F6

Relief bust in stone

Fig. 18

F6b(15)66 (H91-483). Found in
trench F6. Nearly complete; chipped
on the back, on the front at left
corner, at the top, and around the

head. H. 0.16, L. at base 0.15, Th. at
base 0.095, Th. at top of head 0.085.
Limestone, mostly covered with
brown deposit from soil. Smoothed
on all surfaces. Front crudely carved,
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with headand neckin relief.Probably
female.Flowinghairdividedinto
strandsby verticalincisionsextending
to just belowneck.Indentedfacewith
deepeye socketsandslashmouth,
slightlyaskew.Taperingneck,unnaturallylong.
Probably6th centuryB.C., but
reminiscentof the Daedalicstyle.
18 Skyphos

Fig. 19

F6b(08)21(H91-648). Coleman
1992a,p. 275 andpl. 72. Wren 1996,
p. 109, no. Bll. Brokeninto many
fragments,missingabouta third,
includingmorethanhalfof the base
andone handle.D. rim0.29, D. base
0.152, H. 0.165,Th. 0.005. Fine,light
redfabric(Munsell2.5YR 6/8) with
brownor reddishbrownglaze on beige
slip. Solidlyglazedinside.Vertical
strokesin handlezone beneathband
on concaverim;wide bandabove
black-figuredanimalfrieze.Crudely
drawnanimalsin silhouette,from
right:panther,dolphin,scorpion,dog,
rabbit,snake,andcow.Crudevolute
lotus/thicketnearheadof snake.
Hastilydrawncrossesas sparsefillers.
Simple,sparingincision.Addedcolor
(lightgray-brown)on udderof cow
andbellyof dolphin.Inscriptionof
potter(in retrograde):
"'ETopesX;
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HA95-4. Wren 1996, p. 110, no.
B12. Partsof rim and shoulder;one
handle.D. 0.210, H. pres.0.097,Th.
0.004. Black-glazedon exteriorand
interior,deterioratingto streakyredbrown.Blackbandon rim that
followsinwardcurveof bodyabove
handlezone. Verticalstrokesin
handlezone;handlespitchedslightly
upward.Blackzone, cut by redband,
beneathhandles.Corinthianizing,6th
century.Cf. CorinthVII, i, p. 36, no.
107, fig. 11.
20 Lekane
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H91-575. Wren 1996, p. 111,
no. B13. Fragmentary;
handles
missing.H. est. 0.19, D. 0.25,Th.
0.007. Good dull redglaze (Munsell
1OYR5/6) on exteriorandinterior
exceptfor reservebandaround
probablecenterof body.High,
curvingshoulder,slopingsharply
inwardto flatbase.Bridge-spouted.
Probableimport.Cf. Goldman1940,
no. 7, fig. 35 for shape,thoughthat
example,which Goldmandatesto
the firstquarterof the 6th century,
has a high foot.
Early6th centuryB.C. The
bridge-spoutedlekaneis farmore
commonin the 7th centurythanthe
&rroLsa(s)"; inscription of painter
6th, but earlyexampleshavea
(readingforward):"'Evppcx[....v
pronouncedevertedrim.The bandis
expaqpor, with "ypwOai" misbroadat the beginning,then narrows
spelled(cf. Coleman1992a,p. 275,
rapidly;cf AgoraMI, pp.212,359note 22). Abovelow base,short,stubby
360 andpl. 83 and,for similar
raysextendingnearlyto groundline.
narrowingof the bandson oinochoai,
A localCorinthianizingworkof
pl. 4.
Archaicdate.
Figure 19. Archaic skyphos (18)
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H91-629. Wren 1996, p. 111,
no. B14. Part of rim (molded) and
shoulder; one (nonjoining) handle. D.
exterior rim 0.374, Th. 0.007-0.010.
Fairly fine reddish yellow fabric
(Munsell 5YR 6/6). Dull black glaze
on exterior;black band at rim on
interior. Narrow black stripe and two
closely spaced incisions beneath outer
rim. Wavy line and black stripe
between incisions and black zone.
ProbablyEretrian,ca. 490 B.C.
The wavy line on Attic lekanai
disappearsafter the early 6th century
(though the motif continues elsewhere, particularlyin East Greece) but
the Attic version has a thicker,more
tightly crimped line than the extended
waves on this vessel. E. Vanderpool
suggests that thin wavy lines are
Eretrian, based on a lekane in the
Eretria Museum that he dates to
490 B.C. because of its similarity to a
jar from the Marathon tumulus; for
discussion, see AgoraXII, pp. 40 and
196, note 5. For the type of wavy line,
see Boardman 1952, fig. BF, pl. 13.
22

Cup

Fig. 17

H91-574. Wren 1996, p. 112,
no. B15. Foot only. D. pres. 0.102, H.
pres. 0.044. Very fine light red fabric
(Munsell 2.5YR 6/6). Black glaze

39. Ruschenbusch1985, pp. 253257.
40. The other is Halieis: Boyd and
Jameson 1981.
41. For a preliminarydiscussionsee
Wren 1996, pp. 17-27.

somewhatthinlyappliedwith
metallicsheen;badlychipped.
Reservebandat base;blackbandon
undersideof base;black-glaze
interior.High conicalfoot with
concavetorusand slopingbase.
Probablebaseof Attic vicup,ca.
480-475 B.C. Cf AgoraXII, no. 434,
pl. 20, datedto 475 B.C. The vicup,
distinguishedby the concaveouter
face of its foot,was produced
between480 and475 B.C., probably
byjust one workshop.Two fragments
werefoundin Persiandebrisin
Athens;cf.AgoraXII, pp. 92-93.
23 Cup

Fig. 17

H91-573. Wren 1996, p. 112,
no. B16. About half complete.D. rim
0.095, D. base0.044, H. 0.070,W.
(with handle)0.120. Blackglaze on
exteriorand interiorof teacup-shaped
vessel,with narrowreserveband
abovebase.Ribbonhandleslightly
off center.Grooveaboveflatbase.
Probableimport,late 6th or
early5th century.No close parallel
was found,thoughthe apparently
short-livedplain-walledvarietywas
in its infancyin the late 6th and early
5th centuriesandwas rarein Attica.
The type is conventionallykeptwith
jugs,but couldhavebeen usedas a
dipper,drinkingcup,measure,or
taster;cf.AgoraXII, p. 71.

Halai was probablytypical in most ways of the smallercities and towns
of Classical times, some 750 of which are known in the Aegean region,39
and it was not an important place in the sense that it played a key role in
recorded history. Its archaeological value, on the other hand, is considerable. As a new foundation of the late 7th century B.C., Halai can tell us
much about how the Greeks conceived of and organized their towns in
Greece itself (as opposed to colonies abroad). Halai is one of only two
towns on the Greek mainland that have produced evidence for a regular
plan in the Archaic period.40Its seaside position also makes it an important source of evidence on maritime communication and trade, particularly as it is located on the principal sea route between the southern Greek
mainland and the northern Aegean, which in all historic periods passed
between Euboea and the mainland. Very little information is yet available
concerning the smaller ports-of-call along this sea route.41
Further excavation is necessary,however, if the history and society of
Archaic Halai are to be fully understood. The scarcityof finds clearly datable to the later 5th century B.C. either from trenches in Areas A and F or
the excavations of Goldman and Walker below the "porospavement" in
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the Temple Area suggests the possibility that Goldman erredin dating the
destruction that resulted in the debris assigned to the "secondtemple area"
to 426 B.C.42 rather than earlier.43

HELLENISTIC PERIOD
Almost no material from the 5th or 4th centuries B.C. has been recovered
at Halai by our expedition, although the excavations of 1992 in Area C in
and beside the main northwest-southeast roadthat subdividesthe acropolis
suggest that it continued in use during these centuries.44Settlement on
the acropolis in the later Hellenistic period, on the other hand, was clearly
very extensive, and much of the architecturenow extant at the site probablybelongs to that time. Goldman had alreadysuggestedthat greatchanges
occurredduring the course of the 4th century B.C., including renovation of
the fortification wall and its extension toward the southeast (her System
II),45 the construction of the North Gate Buildings,46a predecessor to the
Northeast Gate Building,47and "the whole network of regularlylaid out
buildings" she encountered in trial trenches throughout the acropolis.48
She dated the renewal of the fortifications to "the middle of the fourth
century B.C., and not later than the end of the third quarter"on the style of
the masonry and the strength of a sherd of Gnathia ware and a fragment
of a terracottafigurine.49Although our expedition has as yet produced no
new evidence for the date of these changes, they are likely to be truly"Hellenistic" in the sense that they are subsequent to and somehow connected
with the Macedonian conquest of southern Greece.PerhapsHalai expanded
and prospered in the Hellenistic period because it was a regular stopping
point for Macedonian militaryshipping connecting the majorMacedonian
port at Demetrias on the Gulf of Pagasae with Chalcis and Corinth. The
importance of these three ports, and the sea route they controlled, is emphasized by their designation from at least the time of Philip V (221-179
B.C.) as the "fettersof Greece" (Polyb. 18.11.4-7).
Our investigations of Hellenistic levels in 1992 took place mainly in
Areas C and H (Figs. 1, 2, 9, 20). Evidence has now emerged for a crossstreetbisecting the main axialnorthwest-southeast roadthat passes through
both areas near their southeast sides (Fig. 9). The cross-street was about
2.5 m wide and borderedby stone curbs. In Late Roman times the stretch
of cross-street in Area H was blocked by a building, Room 5, of which
parts of two walls have been excavated, meeting at a right angle (Fig. 2,
"Late Roman Building";see below, "Late Roman Period").
Trench Cl produced an extensive deposit of pottery and other household artifacts.Almost all of these appearto predate the destruction of the
Hellenistic town by Sulla'sforces in 85 B.c., as attested by Plutarch (Sulla
26) and tentatively recognized by our expedition in 1990-1991.50 In trench
H8, on the other side of the main road, a newly excavatedroom (Room 16;
Fig. 9) was filled with Hellenistic material dating to the time of its use and
subsequent destruction; the walls of the room were encountered almost
immediately beneath the modern surface and no significant traces of occupation in Roman times are evident.

42. Goldman 1940, p. 454.
43. PaceEllett 1995, pp. 74-76.
44. Roadbedsdatableto "thefifth
and first half of the fourth century"
were also found at the easterncornerof
the acropolisnearthe Northeast Gate
by Goldman (1940, p. 396). Finds from
the cemetery (e.g., Goldman andJones
1942) suggest that the town continued
in use, even if there is little evidence of
activityon the acropolis.
45. Goldman 1940, p. 396.
46. Goldman 1940, pp. 478-487.
47. Goldman 1940, p. 481.
48. Goldman 1940, p. 481.
49. Goldman 1940, p. 396.
50. Cf. Coleman 1992a, p. 276.
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Figure20. Areas C and H (1992),
northeastat top
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It is now clear that the cross-street and many of the buildings in Areas
C and H were used primarilyin the Hellenistic period and that significant
reoccupation was long in coming after the destruction we provisionally
assign to Sulla. No layers of Early and Middle Roman date have yet been
distinguished and stray finds from those phases, although present,"1are
scanty. The Late Roman building just mentioned that blocks the cross-
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street in Area H is the only substantial structurein Areas C and H, apart
from tombs, that may so far be securely dated later than the time of Sulla.
Six movable objects representativeof the finds from Hellenistic Halai
are catalogued here: four loomweights, a lamp, and an amphoriskos.The
stamps on loomweights 24-26 are of particularinterest, since, as Yielding
first observed, they were made by sheep or goat astragali.
24

Terracotta loomweight

Fig. 21

H5b(16)111 (H91-451).
Circular,flat, disklike. Intact. D.
0.104, Th. 0.025, Wt. 310 g. Two
piercings, each D. 0.008, near edge.
Stamped, approximatelyin center of
one face, with the side of a sheep or
goat astragalus(ankle bone), L.
0.041. Although stamps like the one
on this loomweight are sometimes
thought to represent dolphins (e.g.,
Goldman 1940, p. 513, no. 39;
Coleman 1992a, p. 282, no. 1),
Yielding observed in the summer of
1994 that they must come from
sheep or goat astragali.Figure 21
includes an astragalusfrom Neolithic
levels as a model for the stamp. Cf.
25-27.
25

Terracottaloomweight

F6b(03)7 (H91-534). Circular,
flat, disklike. Intact except for a few
small chips. D. 0.113,Th. 0.023,Wt.
375 g. Two piercings, each D. 0.006,
near edge. Stamped, approximatelyin

center of one face, with the side of a
sheep or goat astragalus,L. 0.027.
26 Terracotta loomweight

Fig. 21

H5b(14)88. Circular,flat,
disklike. D. 0.111, Th. 0.024, Wt.
350 g. Two piercings, each D. 0.008,
near edge. Stamp impression from
the dorsal surface of an astragalus;
Figure 21 includes an astragalusfrom
Neolithic levels as a model.
27 Terracotta loomweight
H3a(01)4a (H90-58). Circular,
flat, disklike. Intact, chipped edge. D.
0.125, Th. 0.300, Wt. 570 g. One
piercing, D. 0.012, near edge. Stamp
impression of shell, W. 0.015, off
center on one face.
28

Lamp

Fig. 22

C3c(45)163 (H92-904). Broken,
handle missing. L. 0.150, H. 0.031,
D. 0.054. Grayish clay with black
glaze, somewhat flaked. Molded with

Figure21. Hellenisticloomweights
(24,26), with insertsshowing
knucklebones
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flat bottom and rounded sides. Profile
of deep rounded body, from the base
of the rim to the flat bottom,
measures H. 0.025, D. 0.054. Long
pointed nozzle, L. 0.045, with large,
oval wick hole. Cf. Coleman 1992a,
p. 282, nos. 2-4 and pl. 74. Probably

1st centuryB.C.
29

Amphoriskos

Fig. 23

H7c(15)87. Nearly complete;
missing one handle, mended from
many pieces. H. 0.174, D. 0.13,

D. base 0.058, D. rim 0.07. Fine,
nonmicaceous clay, light reddish
brown in color (Munsell 5YR 6/3).
Surface with lustrous brown
(Munsell 7.5YR 5/4) slip, not very
carefully applied toward the foot.
Handles with two vertical grooves
from base of rim to shoulder.
Flaring rim with sharply profiled
lip. Plum-shaped body with flowing
curves. Two fine, raised ridges
separate the neck from the body at
height of shoulder. Raised spiraling
flutes on body.

LATE ROMAN PERIOD
52. For more extensivetreatmentsee
Quinn 1996, focusing both on the
existing remainsand information
preservedin the excavationnotes and
photographsof the Goldman/Walker
expedition.The Late Roman period is
conventionallydated A.D. 350-650, e.g.,
Alcock 1993, p. 36.
53. The basilicais mentioned briefly
in Walkerand Goldman 1915, pp. 422,
433 and in Goldman 1940, p. 432,
where it also appearson the plan of the
site. Cf. Coleman 1992a, p. 277.

Recent attentionhas focusedon the basilicachurchin Area G and the
remainsof the lateststructuresin AreaH.52A test trench(G2) was excavated in 1992 near the easternend of the basilica(Figs. 2, 24, 25).53A
0.30 m belowthe
mosaicfloorwas uncoveredin the bemaapproximately
moderngroundsurface(Figs.26, 27). The full dimensionsof the mosaic
arenot yet known,but it continuesfartherwest and south into the bema
areaand east into the apse beyondthe limits of the trench;its northern
boundaryappearsto be the stylobateforthe northerncolonnadewall(Wall
BS/BW), as no continuationwas foundin the northernaisle.
The mosaicis madeof smalltesseraeof naturalstone,glass,andfaience.
It comprisesat leastfourfiguredpanelsframedby an outerborderof mul-
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Figure 26. Mosaic from the Late
Roman church

O
54. For parallels,see the early-5thcenturymosaicsin the nave of Basilica
Alpha at Demetrias (Spiro 1978,
p. 393) and the basilicaat Arkitsa
(Spiro 1978, p. 267), and the mid-5thcenturyMedusa mosaic at Ephesos
(EphesosVIII, ii, p. 100).
55. Cf. parallelson late-5th- or
early- 6th-centurymosaics at
Paleopyrganearthe ancienttheaterof
Argos (Spiro 1978, p. 125) and in the
nave of the Late Roman basilicaat
Delphi (Spiro 1978, p. 239).
56. Spiro (1978, p. 61) notes that
field designs with floraland faunal
motifs do not appearin mosaics of
mainlandGreece until the mid-5th
centuryA.C. Lifelike,three-dimensional
figuresare common in the mid-5thcenturyexamples,while two-dimensional representationsare more
characteristicof the late 5th and early
6th centuries(Spiro 1978, p. 210). For
initial parallelsand dating of our
mosaicwe are indebtedto LauraD.
Steele (unpublishedpaper).
57. We are indebted to Helen
PapademetriouandTina Petrihoufor
preliminaryarchitecturalobservations
made in an unpublishedfield report
(1993).

0

_

ticolored intersecting circles (light gray,red, and yellow) forming quatrefoils set on edge and inscribed with small yellow circles.54A black fillet
border and a white band border follow this outer frame. In the central field
of the mosaic the figured panels are separatedfrom one another by a chain
of interlacing circles of various colors (light gray,red, yellow, and blue).5
The panels are oriented to the east.The subjects of three of the four panels
can be identified: a goose or swan, a kraterwith birds within it (Fig. 28),
and, near the central axis of the basilica, an eagle with a halo. Comparison
with mosaics elsewhere with similar stylistic and thematic content suggests a late-5th- or early-6th-century date for the mosaic.56
Excavations in trench G2 also unearthed fragments of painted plaster
or fresco, hundreds of glass sherds, and numerous nails in the earth above
the mosaic. A small marble column was also found in the northern aisle of
the basilica nearWall BS/BW. Because of its diminutive size and location
near the bema of the basilica, the column may have decorated the chancel
screen that would have separated the bema from the nave.
Study of the basilica continued during the summer of 1993.57 Its foundation walls are rubble masonry of limestone and tiles held together by
lime plaster with inclusions of sand, shells, and small pebbles. The foundation walls are visible on all but the western side of the basilica. A few
blocks of the upper courses of the walls remain on the north, south, east,
and southwestern sides. The ashlarmasonry of these upper courses is augmented in a few places by small stones and tiles bonded with plaster.The
plaster coats most of the blocks of the upper courses in their entirety, on
both exterior and interior surfaces. Linear and figural designs, including
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the representationof a fish, are incised into the plaster on the outer surface
of Wall DE and on the interior of the apse.
The basilica had a narthex at its western end.58Its southern wall (Wall
DE) protrudes to the west of Wall DG, the preservedwestern wall of the
nave. From photographs taken during the Goldman/Walker excavations
at Halai, it is clear that the narthex extended the ft11width of the basilica
(see Fig. 24, broken lines). Large, upright blocks in several of the photographs suggest the door framefor a single, centralentranceinto the narthex.
The photographs indicate that the narthex wall was constructed of rubble
foundations with upper courses of ashlarmasonry augmented with smaller
stones like that of the surviving foundations and walls of the basilica.
Goldman's notes and photographs also show that the narthex and nave of
the basilica were paved with large, rectangularblocks.59

58. Cf. Quinn 1996, pp. 61-67.
59. A typed transcriptof the
Goldman expedition's1913 excavation
notes describesthe floor of the narthex
and nave as being constructedof "large
marbleblocks,poros column bases,"
and miscellaneousbuilding stones.
None of these large marbleblocks
surviveson the site today.
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Further excavation is necessary before the architecturalphases of the
basilica can be fully understood.There is alreadymuch evidence, however,
that it went through different periods of use. For instance, the northern
aisle stylobate (Wall BW), built of the same materials as the other walls of
the basilica, seems to have had a second, thinner wall (Wall BS) built on
top of it. Wall BS was constructed of small stones and tiles bonded with
plaster and was probably not intended to be load-bearing. It may have
served to seal off the northern aisle from the nave during a late building
phase when only the nave was in use. The suggestion that the aisles were
not used during later phases of the church would also explain why there
was no floor level in the northern aisle corresponding in level with that
of the mosaic in the nave.6'The basilica was probably abandoned in the
late 6th or early 7th century, since there are no remains at the site dating
between the Late Roman period and the later years of the Byzantine
period.6'

60. A similarsituationexists at the
Late Roman churchat Acrocorinth,
excavatedby Carl Blegen in 1926. This
church,dating to the 4th and 5th
centuries,consisted of a nave,two
aisles,and a shallow apse of dimensions
similarto the Halai basilica.Blegen
believed that at a later stage of use the
aisles of the basilicawere closed off
with walls constructedalong the line of
the originalaisle colonnades;see
CorinthIII, i, pp. 4-24.
61. A follis of Leo VI (A.D. 886912) is the only object from these
interveningperiodsfound by the
Goldman/Walkerexcavations(Quinn
1996, pp. 101-102).
62. Coleman 1992a, pp. 276-277.
63. JacquelynCollins-Clinton,
unpublishedfield reporton the
Hellenistic and Roman pottery (1993).

Previous excavation in Areas C and H had revealed several Hellenistic buildings and a cross-street (bounded by Walls AA and AB/AC) of the
same period running perpendicularlyto the main east-west road.62Additional digging in Area H during 1992 exposed parts of the northeast and
northwest walls of a building designated Room 5 in trench H6 (Fig. 2,
"Late Roman Building").The walls, of rubble masonry typical of the Late
Roman period, are built over the southern branch of the cross-street and
are at a higher stratigraphiclevel than the excavated street surface.This
suggests that the cross-street was no longer in use during the Late Roman
period. Room 5 contained a sealed ceramic deposit below a large tile fall in
the southern part of the room. The pottery can be dated to the Late Roman period on the basis of the many examples of combed ware and grooved
ware sherds.63
Excavation in trench H7 revealed a large tomb (Grave VII) of limestone blocks with a gabled vault (Figs. 2, 29-31). Its precise stratigraphic
relationship to Room 5 just discussed could not be determined because of
the proximity of both structuresto the initial ground surface.The interior
dimensions are2.37 m x 2.20 m and the maximum height is about 1.37 m.
The floor is paved with flat terracotta tiles. A mass of concrete binds the
exterior of the gable together. Entrance to the tomb was gained through
an antechamber adjacent to the eastern end. This subterraneanchamber
led to a doorway at the eastern end of the tomb. When found, the antechamberwas sealed by three large limestone blocks resting on earth filling
up the antechamber.The top surfacesof these blocks was at the same level
as those of the antechamber walls.
The scattered condition of the skeletal remains and the almost complete lack of grave goods suggests that Grave VII was looted in antiquity,
probably through the antechamber, as this is the only means of entry to
the tomb. However, fifteen lamps found in a pile in the southwest corner
of the antechamber (Fig. 30) were undisturbed and two more were found
in the tomb chamber itself. They date to the 5th or 6th centuries and
almost all are of the Late Roman North African variety (or local imitations). Most of the lamps are decorated with Christian symbols, particularly chi-rho monograms and crosses. All have blackened nozzles, indicat-
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29. Area H, Grave VII
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Figure 30. Area H, Grave VII,
antechamber with lamps in situ,
southwest at top
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Figure32. Late Romanlamps(30,
31) fromantechamberof GraveVII

ing that they were used. Preliminary examination of the scattered skeletal
remains from Grave VII suggests that it contained the burials of at least
twelve people.64 A single gold earring had also escaped the notice of the
ancient looters.
30

64. Smith 1993.

Lamp

Fig. 32

H92-716 (H7c(34)172).
Antechamber, Grave VII. Intact
except for minor chips and abrasions,
primarily on knoblike handle. L.
0.127, W. 0.076, H. 0.032, H. with
handle 0.06. Reddish brown
terracottawith dark reddish brown
glaze, coarsely applied. Round lamp

with extendednozzle,not clearlyset
off frombody.Discuswith jeweled
crosscombinedwith a rho.
North African,6th centuryA.C.
31 Lamp

Fig. 32

H92-724 (H7c(934)180).
Antechamber,GraveVII. Intact
exceptfor minorchips.L. 0.13,
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W. 0.076, H. 0.033, H. with handle
0.06. Brownish ocher terracottawith
brownish red glaze, coarsely applied.
Round lamp with extended nozzle,
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not clearly set off from body. Discus
with Greek cross.
North African, 6th century A.C.

Two othergraveswerefoundin AreaH. GraveV, a smalltile graveof
a child found south of and parallelto GraveVII (Fig. 2), was devoidof
offerings(Figs.33, 34). It probablydatesto the sameperiodas GraveVII
basedon its locationdirectlysouthof andparallelto the largertomb.Another tile grave(GraveI) was foundin the northernextensionof trench
H5. A groovedtile servedas a coverpiece.The alignmentof this grave
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parallels that of the two other tombs but Grave I is located between the
walls that served as boundaries for the cross-street (Walls AA and AB/
AC). Hence, it clearly postdates the use of the cross-street.
The main east-west street may have served as a boundary between
the secular and sacred components of the site during the Late Roman
period. Goldman andWalkerrecordthe presenceof many late period buildings on the northern half of the acropolis, and remnants of opus spicatum
pavements that they excavated can be seen in Areas A, D, and E.65 In
contrast, the area south of the main road has yielded features of religious
importance dating to the 5th or 6th centuries, including the large basilica
and numerous tombs (most of which surroundthe basilica) in addition to
the building of unknown function in Area H.66
Study of the remains in Area E suggests that the structure near the
northeast corner of the acropolis described by Goldman as a Late Roman
bath67may in fact have been an olive press and associated facilities.68

BYZANTINE PERIOD
65. Quinn 1996, p. 82.
66. Quinn 1996, pp. 97-100.
67. Goldman 1940, p. 490. The
interpretationof the structureas a bath
seems to have rested on the evidenceof
tanks, a "stove,"and brickpilastersto
supportan upper floor.
68. Quinn 1996, pp. 83-97. The
main evidencefor this interpretationis
the presenceof a large stone press
found above the remainsof the earlier
Hellenistic tower (visiblein Coleman
1992a, pl. 74:d, towardthe upperright).
The dating of the pressis difficult
becausethe Goldman/Walkernotebooks reporta jumble of late walls
crisscrossingthe area;Goldman,
however,believed that this facilitywas
later in date than the Early Roman
shops she discoveredin the areato the
south (Goldman 1940, pp. 487-490).
69. Goldman refersto this chapel as
Turkish(Goldman 1940, p. 432), but
the only clearlyTurkishobject she
found at Halai is a seal from a cemetery
she and Walkerexcavatedoutside the
acropolisproper(see Quinn 1996,
p. 110).

70. This type of masonrywas
popularfrom the late 10th century
onwardin Greece and involvesframing
squarestones between horizontallyand
verticallyplaced bricksor tiles. See
Krautheimer1975, p. 376.
71. D. le Berrurier,personal
communication,July 1993.

The Byzantine period at Halai is represented by a small chapel located
within the Late Roman basilica in Area G (Fig. 24),69which by then was
in ruins. The chapel consists of the foundations and walls of an apse and
nave. Part of the south colonnade wall of the basilica (Wall DF) serves as
the south wall of the chapel. In contrast, the north wall (Wall DH) appears to have been built specifically for the chapel; it is constructed of tiles,
mortar, and stones arranged in a rough approximation of Byzantine
cloisonne masonry.70 Two buttresses built in the cloisonne style survive on
the exterior of Wall DH. The apse has been identified and reconstructed
from the few remaining stones laid out in an apsidal shape (Wall DK) at
the eastern end of the chapel. A small structureattached to the north wall
(DH) of the Byzantine chapel and delineated by Walls DI and DJ overlies
the north colonnade wall (Wall BS/BW) of the Late Roman basilica.Only
the two walls of this structureremain, and its purpose is unclear.
During the 1993 study season, remains of a tomb were uncovered
inside the Byzantine chapel as a result of erosion during the preceding
year.The tomb (Grave IX; Figs. 24, 35) was located at the west end of the
chapel abutting and parallel to Wall DH. To prevent further damage to
the exposed remains a rescue excavation was approved by the Ephoreia.
The tomb was lined with stones and contained a single burial. No cover
slabs were found, but blocks forming the walls of the tomb remain on the
north, east, and south sides; the west side had evidently been destroyed by
the Goldman excavations. The head of the body was positioned at the
west end of the tomb. The left arm was preserved to the elbow and lay
extended at the side of the body; the right arm rested across the chest.
Preliminary observation suggests that the body is that of a young male.71
Artifacts found with the body included a few fragments of black-glazed
Hellenistic pottery, Roman combed ware, Byzantine yellow-glazed pottery, severalpieces of glass, and one small coin depicting an obscured frontal figure with a raised hand. The orientation of Grave IX parallel to and
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Figure35. GraveIX in Byzantine
chapel
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abutting the north wall of the chapel suggests that the body was interred
after the construction of the wall, perhaps beneath the floor of the chapel.
A flat row of tiles protruding from the chapel wall just above the grave
may mark the position of the floor.
During the later centuries of the Byzantine period (particularlyfrom
the 12th to the 14th centuries)aislelessbuildings similarto the Halai chapel
were used primarily as local village churches or ftunerarychapels.72While
the recent investigations have yielded only a few clues to help date the
chapel, Goldman's records reveal a cluster of Byzantine material in the
southwestern end of the acropolis around the chapel. These artifacts
include nine coins of Manuel I (A.D. 1143-1180); several deposits of
Byzantine green-glazed pottery (ca. 13th century) and Byzantine yellowglazed pottery (ca. 12th-13th centuries);73and at least two other graves of
Byzantine date.7

CONSERVATION
A conservationplan for overallpreservationand displayof the fenced-in
partof the acropolis(Fig. 36)75is brieflymentionedhere as an example
projectsmayfindhelpful.The plan,the detailsof
thatotherarchaeological
which havebeen fully approvedby the Greekauthorities,calls for what
may be the largestbackfillingoperationof archaeologicalremainsever
attemptedin Greece.Halairequiresdrasticconservationmeasuresbecause
of its proximityto the sea.Seawaterhaspenetratedthe whole site andhas
had damagingeffectson the local limestonethat comprisesthe principal
evident
remains.This is particularly
materialof the survivingarchitectural
fromthe crumblingconditionof manyof the buildingstonesleft exposed
by the excavationsof GoldmanandWalker.Freezingin winteralso contributesto the deteriorationof the stones.
Many of the trenchesexcavatedlong ago by Goldmanand Walker

72. Krautheimer1975, p. 441.
73. Cf. CorinthXl, p. 36.
74. Numbered G30 and G31 in
Quinn 1996, p. 112.
75. This plan, which comprisesboth
a verbaldescriptionand a drawing,
owes much to preliminarystudies on
the condition of the site by Martha
Demas in 1991.
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and some of those excavated more recently by our expedition are to be
backfilled until the architecturalremains within them are completely covered. The lowest 0.10 m of fill is gravel, with earth above it. After such
backfilling, any excess water from precipitation that is not absorbedby the
soil will generally drain away from the acropolis. Some walls and features
will be left partially visible for visitors to the site, but for protection even
these will be backfilled to the level of the topmost course or two of stones.
A system of drainage channels will be established to carryoff excess water
from precipitation from the areasleft open. Most of the earth for backfilling must be brought in from outside the acropolis, although new trenches
excavatedby the Cornell University expedition will be backfilled with the
earth that was removed from them during excavation, since this has been
retained on the acropolis itself.
The conservation plan was approved by the Greek Archaeological
Service in the spring of 1994 and backfilling of the fortifications and other
structures near the east corner of the site (Areas E and K) began in the
summer of 1994. We expect to continue backfilling much of the site in the
years to come.

APPENDIX 1
NEOLITHIC CHIPPEED STONE
ARTI FACTS

TABLE 3.
RAW MATERIALS
Obsidian
No.
%
Stratum1
Stratum2
Stratum3
Total

Chert
No.
%

56

77

17

23

233
160
449

87
96
89

34
6
57

13
4
11

After three seasons of excavation, the Neolithic chipped stone assemblage
from Halai numbers thousands of pieces of obsidian and chert. This report focuses on a representativeselection of 506 pieces:442 from the northwest section of the east quadrant of trench F2, a column of earth whose
stratigraphicintegrity seems secure and which spans the entire period of
occupation of Halai during the Neolithic; and sixty-four pieces from a
column of earth in the nearby trench F4, whose stratigraphycorresponds
to that of F2.76The pieces are analyzed with regard to material, technology, and typology. A representativeselection is illustrated in Figure 37.
Of the 506 pieces in the assemblage, 449 are obsidian (89%), and 57
are chert (11%) (Table 3).77 As reported earlier,78a significant quantity
(163 pieces, or 32%) of the lithics from Halai are tiny pieces recovered
fromthe heavyfractionof floatedsoil.79 As a resultof this intensiverecovery method, the percentage of debris in the Halai assemblage is much
higher than in the assemblages from many other Neolithic sites.80The
scrupulous recovery of even the tiniest pieces of chipped stone will eventually pay dividends in the analysis of the entire assemblage.The remaining pieces, except for two core fragments, can be divided by blank into
76. For the division into stratasee the
first part of this report.Since the pieces
studied here are a small proportionof
the total assemblageand were recovered
from a very localized areawithin the
site, conclusionsmust be regardedas
provisional.Since the laterlevels in
trench F2 had been removedby the
Goldman expedition,our excavations
startedin Neolithic levels. For chipped
stone in historiclevels at Halai and Elean
Pylos see note 26 above.
77. The figuresfor the LN Kitsos
Cave assemblage(Perks 1981) reflectan
even greaterpreferencefor obsidian
(97.55%)over other materials(2.45%).
The LN assemblageat Skoteini,

Tharrounia(Perks 1993), too, is dominated by obsidian(95%).By contrast,
obsidianrepresentsonly 12%of the
assemblagefrom the EN stratumin the
FranchthiCave (Franchthi5, p. 95).
78. O'Neill and Pomeroy1992.
79. See Appendix 3 for an explanation of the proceduresand methodology
of the flotation of excavatedsoil at Halai.
80. The term"debris"
encompassesthe
by-productsof debitage,usuallypieces
without discerniblebulbs,platforms,etc.
(Karduliasand Runnels 1995, pp. 7879), and includes tiny pieces (as small as
0.1 x 0.1 cm) that could be producedby
deliberateretouch,incidentaluse-wear,
or accidentalabrasion.
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Figure 37 (oppositepage). Examples of
Neolithic chipped stone tools: (a) core
fragment, F4c(32)31; (b) crested blade,
F2c(114)182; (c) blade, F4c(36)53; (d)
blade, F2c(114)182; (e) chert sickle
element, F2c(115)192; (f) chert sickle
element, F2a(4)81; (g) obsidian sickle
element, F2c(117)212; (h) truncated
point, F2c(115)194; (i) end-scraper,
F2c(128)227; () scraper,F2a(13)78;
(k) notched piece, F4c(35)45; (1)chert
pointed piece, F2c(107)155b; (m) drill,
F2a(6)41. Scale 1:1

TABLE 4. ANALYSIS OF FLAKING TECHNOLOGY8"
BladePieces
%
No.
Stratum1
Stratum2
Stratum3
Total

31
95
56
182

18
85
56
159

25
31.8
33.7
31.4

Debris
No.

%

24
86
53
163

33
32.2
32
32.2

CoreFrags.
%
No.
0
1
1
2

0
0.4
0.6
0.4

TABLE 5. TOOL TYPES BY STRATUM82
ToolTypes

81. The identificationand analysis
of corticalflakeswithin this group is as
yet incomplete.
82. For the most part,all these tool
types match those from Kitsos and
Franchthi,but I did not employ the
varioussubdivisionsof retouchedpieces
that Perles employedin her Kitsos
publication(1981). I have,however,
separateddrills from pointed pieces. In
this report,a drill is a tool that has
clearlybeen employedto bore holes
and has extensivetracesof rounding
and crushingon its point, whereasa
pointed piece exhibitswear on only one
side of the point. In addition,I also
distinguishbetween scrapersand endscrapers.
83. With the exceptionof debris,all
lithics are measuredfor length, width,
and thickness.
84. The balancebetween blade and
flake productionat Halai is markedly
differentfrom the EN productionat
Franchthi(Franchthi5, p. 97) and LN
Saliagos(Evansand Renfrew1968,
pp. 46-62), both of which heavily
favoredflake production(90%flakes,
10%blades).By contrast,at the Kitsos
Cave, blade productionwas favored
(39%flakes,61%blades);see Perlks
1981, p. 146.
85. No sickle elementswere
identified at Saliagos;see O'Neill and
Pomeroy1992, p. 281 and note 31.

42
35.6
33.7
36

FlakePieces
%
No.

Retouched
Pointed piece
Drill
Projectilepoint
Truncated
Notched
Sickle element
Piece esquillee
Scraper
End-scraper
Totals

Stratum1

Stratum2

6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6

6
1
1
0
0
3
3
1
0
2
17

Stratum3
3
0
1
1
2
3
1
1
2
0
14

Total
15
1
2
1
2
6
4
2
2
2
37

blade pieces (i.e., blades or blade tools) and flake pieces (i.e., flakes or flake
tools).83Blade pieces number 182 (36%)and flake pieces number 159 (32%)
(Table 4).84
There arethirty-seventools (7.3%)in the assemblage.Of these, twentyeight are obsidian (75.7%), and nine are chert (24.3%). Obsidian tools
make up 6.2% of the total number of obsidian pieces, while chert tools
make up 15.8% of the total number of chert pieces. Ten different tool
types arerepresented:projectilepoint, pointed piece, drill, truncatedpiece,
notched piece, sickle element, piece esquillee, scraper, end-scraper, and
retouched piece (Table 5). There are nine obsidian tool types and four
chert tool types. These overlap with one exception. There is one pointed
piece in the assemblage and it is chert. The most common category of
tools is that of retouchedpieces (fifteen examples);this miscellaneousgroup
comprises pieces with only slight retouch that do not fit into any of the
other types.The next most common tools arenotched pieces (six examples)
and sickle elements (four examples).Three of the sickle elements are chert,
all displaying traces of silica gloss on at least one edge. The obsidian sickle
element does not exhibit the dulling or matte finish that results from cutting plant stems. The identification of these sickle elements is of particular
interest because, at the time of our previous preliminary report, only one
sickle element had been identified, leading us to draw comparisons with
Salagos.?5
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TABLE 7.
TOOLS BY BLANK

TABLE 6.
TOOLS BY MATERIAL
Obsidian
No.
%

P. S. WREN,

Chert
No.
%

BladeTools Flake Tools
% No.
No.
%

Stratum1

4

67

2

33

Stratum1

4

67

2

33

Stratum2
Stratum3
Total

12
12
28

71
86
76

5
2
9

29
14
24

Stratum2
Stratum3
Total

11
5
20

65
36
54

6
9
17

35
64
46

Stratum 1, the earliest stratum, has only seventy-three pieces. Seventeen of the pieces are chert (23%).The other fifty-six pieces are obsidian
(77%). This stratum yields no core fragments, but there are twenty-four
pieces of debris (33%). Here, there does appear to be a preferred blank;
there are thirty-one blades or blade tools (42%), and eighteen flakes or
flake tools (25%).There are six tools (8%), all retouched pieces (Table 6).
Two (33%) of these six tools are chert. Four of the tools are made from
blades (67%), and two from flakes (33%) (Table 7).
Stratum 2, the largest, has 267 pieces. Of these, thirty-four are chert
(13%);the other 233 pieces are obsidian (87%).There is a core fragment,
and the breakdown of the rest of the pieces is as follows: eighty-six debris
(32%), eighty-five flakes or flake tools (32%), and ninety-five blades or
blade tools (36%).There are seventeen tools of seven different types in this
stratum (6%). Five of these are chert (29%) (Table 6). Eleven of the tools
have blades for blanks (65%), and six have flakes (35%) (Table 7).
Stratum 3 yielded 166 pieces. Only six of these pieces are chert (4%),
and the other 160 are obsidian (96%).86There is one core fragment, and
fifty-three pieces are debris (32%).The rest of the pieces from this stratum
are evenly split between fifty-six flakes or flake tools (34%), and fifty-six
blades or blade tools (34%).There are fourteen tools in stratum 3 (8% of
the total number of pieces) of eight different types. Just two of these tools
arechert (14%)(Table 6).87Of the fourteen tools, five are made from blades
(36%), and nine have a flake as their blank (64%) (Table 7).
The data from the analyses by stratum of this assemblage indicate
that the use of chert was at its peak during the earliest phase of occupation
at Halai.88The percentage of chert declines sharply from stratum to stratum. Moreover, while the percentage of tools (as opposed to blanks or
debris) remains constant for each stratum, the percentage of tools made
from chert drops sharply from stratum 2 to stratum 3.89The statistics also
reflect another major change between stratum 2 and stratum 3. Whereas
two-thirds of the tools in stratum 2 are made from blades and only onethird from flakes, these proportions are reversed in stratum 3, with onethird made from blades and two-thirds made from flakes.90This change in
tool manufacture is not paralleled by patterns in blank production. Stratum 2 yielded a slightly higher percentage of blades, but in stratum 3 there
are equal quantities of each type of blank. The largest difference between
stratum 1 and the others is the lack of variation in tool types. Stratum 1

86. This percentageis consistent
with the proportionof obsidian (over
95%)found in the lithic assemblagesat
LN sites in what Perlks(1992, p. 146)
calls the "directsupplyzone"(the
Cyclades and coastalsites of southern
Greece).
87. At Saliagos,8.55%of the tools
were made from a materialother than
obsidian.In the Kitsos assemblage,10%
of the tools were not made from
obsidian.
88. The same holds true for EN and
MN Lerna. Kozlowski,Kaczanowska,
and Pawlikowski(1996, pp. 299, 311,
315, 328, fig. 7, and table 12) show that
materialsother than obsidian slip from
16.9%in Lerna I to 7.6%in Lerna I/II
and 8.4%in Lerna II.The phenomenon
of a significantincreasein the proportion of obsidianand a corresponding
decline in the use of local resourceshas
been observedall over southernGreece
by the Late Neolithic (Demoule and
Perles 1993, p. 393).
89. Chi-squaretests indicate,
however,that the probabilitythat this
distributionis randomis approximately
50%.
90. In this case, a chi-squaretest
suggests that there is a 20% chance that
this distributionis random.

HALAI

91. An increasein the numberof
tool types duringthe Neolithic at Halai
follows a patterndiscerniblein the
regionalsurveyof the SouthernArgolid
(Karduliasand Runnels 1995, pp. 9091, 96).
92. At Lerna,the trend runs in the
opposite direction.Flakes predominate
in Lerna I, but blades arethe dominant
group in Lerna I/II and Lerna II
(Kozlowski,Kaczanowska,and
Pawlikowski1996, p. 331, and table
11).
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yielded only one type of tool, the retouched piece. Stratum 2 has seven
different tool types, and stratum 3 has eight.9'
In conclusion, despite the limited size of this assemblage and the restricted area from which it was collected, some general observations may
be made. Obsidian was the preferredmaterial from the earliest occupation
of Halai and continued to gain in popularity over chert. In stratum 1, the
selection presented here creates the impression that the lithic industry at
Halai was dominated by blades. By stratum 3, however, there is an even
split between blades and flakes.92Strata 2 and 3 have comparablelevels of
differentiationin tool production,while stratum1 has only retouchedpieces
among the tool types. Thus, it seems likely that tool production was less
sophisticated, or less specialized, in the earliest of the strata.
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APPENDIX 2
NEOLITHIC ANIAMAL BONES

This summaryis based on approximately3,063 animalbones from Neolithic
levels excavatedin 1990,1991, and 1992 in Area F.93It does not includebones
recoveredfromthe flotationprocess(both the heavyand light fraction),which
areat a preliminarystage of analysis.The materialfallswithin the 6th millennium B.C. and most of it dates to the Middle Neolithic period.94
In 1994 a preliminary analysis was carried out to assess the state of
preservationand producea generalspecies and element count. Final analysis
began in 1997. Only the material from trench F2 excavated in 1990 and
1991 has been completely studied. The extremely fragmentarynature and
poor preservation of this assemblage has meant that only 526 bones (including teeth) could be identified to species, with a much larger number
identified under the sheep/goat and cattle size categories (Table 8). Another 303 bone fragments from other trenches excavated in 1990-1992
were identified to species, while 1,147 fragments could not be categorized
this way. In this report, all deposits from F2a and F2b have been grouped
together.95Once the complex stratigraphy has been worked out for the
whole site, a detailed analysis of the bones in relation to time period across
the site will be presented.
The Halai assemblage as a whole appears to be derived from food
preparationand cooking waste as the bones were heavily butchered with
visible cut marks and frequent evidence of charring. Consequently, the
largest category of bones was that of small fragments that could not be
identified to species.96Domestic taxa make up the vast majority of animal
species in this assemblage, representing 93% of the total number of identified specimens. Sheep/goats predominate with evidence that pigs were
also very important food animals.The bones of other animals (i.e., domesticated cattle, dogs and wild mammals, birds and fish) were found in very
modest numbers, suggesting that only occasionally were they consumed
or their products utilized to any extent.

SHEEP AND GOATS
The bones of sheep and goats are notoriously difficult to differentiate
morphologically; hence a large number of bone specimens from Halai are

93. For fullertreatmentof much of
this materialsee Richards(Yielding)
1994.
94. The radiocarbondates suggest
that the levels so far excavatedrepresent
a relativelyshort time, from ca. 5900
B.C. to 5300 B.C., duringwhich there
was little change in the lifewaysof the
inhabitants;see "NeolithicPeriod,"
above.
95. Only bones from secure
Neolithic contexts have been studied.
Measurementsare not presentedin
detail in this preliminaryreport.
96. To compoundthis problemwas
the common occurrenceof calcareous
incrustationsand heavyroot etching on
a largeproportionof the sample.
Attempts to removethe incrustation
with light acids (i.e., weak solutions of
hydrochloricacid and ascorbicacid)
had very limited success.
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TABLE 8. FAUNAL SAMPLES FROM F2A AND F2B
IDENTIFIED TO SPECIES AND SIZE
Total
F2aFrags.F2bFrags. Frags.

%

Loose
Teeth

TABLE 9. SHEEP/GOAT
LOOSE TEETH AND
MANDIBLES ASSIGNED
TO AGE STAGES

SPECIES

Stage Age

Sheep (Ovis ariesL.)
and goat (CaprahircusL.)
Sheep
Goat
Pig (Susscofadom. L.)
Cattle (BostaurusL.)
Dog (CanisfamiliarisL.)
Roe deer (Capreolus
L.)
capreolus
Deer (Cervidsp. indet.)
Fox (VulpesvulpesL.)
Canid indet. (Canidsp.)
Pall.)
Brown hare (Lepuseuropaeus
Fish indet.

77
7
8
39
14
2
1
0

207
25
17
125
23
6
6
3
1
1

0

8

8

5

5

10

47.9
5.8
3.9
28.9
5.3
1.4
1.4
0.7
0.2
0.2
1.9
2.3
0.2

1
0

130
18
9
86
9
4
5
3
0
1

1

0

1

155

278

433

Sheep/goat

322

839

1,161

Cattle
Total identified to size categories

7
484

16

23

1,133

1,617

Birds (Aves sp. indet.)
Total identified to species

69
2
2
12
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H-I

Loose
Mandible Dpm4
Frags. andM3 Total

0-2 months
2-6 months
6-12 months
1-2 years
2-3years
3-4 years
4-6 years
6-10 years

0
2
5
4
2
1
0
2

0
2
4
0
1
1
4
0

0
4
9
4
3
2
4
2

Stages defined in Payne 1973.

0
93

SIZE CATEGORIES

97. Boessneck 1962; Payne 1969
and 1985; and Prummeland Frisch
1986.
98. The measurementlocation is
describedby Payne (1969, p. 296).
99. Payne 1969.
100. For EN assemblages,see
Halstead 1981; 1987, p. 74; and 1996;
see Kotjabopoulouand Trantalidou
1993; Halstead 1996; andJullien 1981
for exceptionsat LN sites.
101. Payne 1973.

grouped together into the sheep/goat fragment category.Nevertheless, an
attempt was made to distinguish between the two using morphological
criteriadescribed by Boessneck, Payne, and Prummel and Frisch.97Due to
the poor preservation and fragmentary nature of the assemblage, separation was rarely attained. However, a good split between sheep and goat
distal metacarpals was apparent when measurements (W. cond and W.
troch) taken on the distal condyles98were plotted against one another (Fig.
38).The morphologically largerbones of goats (whether fised or unfused)
and the smaller bones of sheep naturally form two distinct groups. To
enhance this split, the Halai metacarpalmeasurementswere plotted against
those published by Payne on material from Nea Nikomedeia in northern
Greece.99In general,assemblagesdating to the Early and Middle Neolithic
usually demonstrate that sheep predominate in numbers over goats;'00
whether this is true at Halai remains to be seen. Presently,the number of
fragments that could be identified to either sheep or goats is statistically
too small to be significant.
In order to determine the ages at which the Halai sheep/goat were
killed, the wear stages of mandibles, loose third permanent molars (M3)
and fourth deciduous premolars (Dpm4) were recorded according to the
technique described by Payne."'0Table 9 shows the breakdown of mandibles and loose teeth assigned to various wear stages. Unfortunately, the
present sample is very small and no definite trends can be determined.
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Even with the small sample size, it appearsthat there is a predominance of
animals killed before two years of age, although not overwhelmingly so. In
an assemblage from the Middle Neolithic, it would be expected that most
of the jaws would come from animals killed at less than two years of agethe optimum age for sheep and goats intended to be eaten.'02Faunal evidence for more specialized forms of animal husbandry (combined meat/
wool or meat/milk strategies as demonstrated by a divergence from the
typical kill-off pattern for meat and /or by a change in the ratios of male to
female animals) does not appear in Greece until the Late Neolithic. To
date, faunal studies from only two Late Neolithic sites, Kastri on the island of Thasosl03 and Skoteini Cave in central Euboca,'04have demonstrated a split from the typical Neolithic model of keeping domestic sheep
and goats primarily for their meat. At Kastri, an especially high juvenile
kill-off with a second subadult slaughteris suggestive of a combined meat/
milk model (the initial juvenile mortality is likely to representan emphasis
on the slaughter of surplus males not needed for breeding purposes); at
Skoteini Cave, the survival of both male and female sheep/goats older
than six to ten months of age is suggestive of a different pattern-one in
which not only meat but also wool was becoming important. Since male
sheep and goats produce the most wool, the equal presence of bones from
male and female animals in the archaeological record may indicate that
there was a deliberate selection for wool-producing males.
In general, the faunal evidence from these two sites is still reminiscent
of a small-scale, mixed farming strategy,which is thought to have been the

Figure 38. A scatterplot of sheep/
goat distal metacarpal measurements
(W. cond and W. troch) from Halai
plotted against metapodial measurements taken by Payne (1969) at Nea
Nikomedeia

102. Payne 1973, p. 297.
103. Halstead 1987.
104. KotjabopoulouandTrantalidou
1993.
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norm throughout the Neolithic.'05Large-scale specializationof sheep herding for milk and wool production is not apparent until it is described in
the Bronze Age Linear B texts from Pylos and Knossos.'06Again, such
specialization perhaps should only be directly associated with the palatial
economy with only modest specialization taking place within a predominately small-scale mixed animal economy on the village or household
level.'07

PIGS

105. Halstead 1996, p. 32.
106. Halstead 1996, p. 32.
107. See Halstead 1996 for a fuller
treatmentof this complex subject.
108. Note that the bone counts of
this species arenot overlyinflatedby
the presenceof metapodialsor
phalanges.In the lower limb of the pig,
the ankle consists of four metapodials,
while the foot consists of six phalanges
(digits).These bony structurescan
sometimes greatlyincreasethe counts
for pigs-distorting the actualnumber
of animalsrepresented.
109. Based on Silver 1969; and Bull
and Payne 1982.
110. Bull and Payne 1982.
111. Halstead 1987, p. 74.

Pigs are the second most common animal in the Halai assemblage.'08The
abundance of pig bones is somewhat surprising for a site of this date. It
remains to be seen whether the ratio of sheep/goat to pigs will change to a
more normal one (in which sheep/goat make up more than half of the
total number of bone fragments within an assemblage) as the size of the
assemblage increases with further study. How the bones are distributed
spatially through time and across the site will also be a factor in determining whether their distribution is restricted to certain phases or even
deposits.
The distinction between wild and domestic pigs is usually based on
size variation (the wild being significantly larger than the domesticated).
However, the predominance of immature bones (i.e., long bones consisting of a shaft [diaphysis] and an unfused bone portion [epiphysis]) and
the fragmentary nature of the Halai collection made such a distinction
extremely difficult. No bones of wild pigs have yet been identified in the
finds from trench F2 in 1990 and 1991. In terms of age of slaughter, of
thirty-seven fragments that could be assigned an age based on fusion (long
bones and bones of the pelvis and lower extremities, with vertebrae, cranial bones, and teeth excluded), thirty are from animals killed at less than
two years of age.'09Of the seven jaw fragments, five came from animals
killed at less than one year of age and two within the ages of one to two
years (based on tooth eruption and wear)."0 Since pigs were kept primarily for their meat (and skins), there was no reason to maintain these animals into adulthood as they did not offer the secondaryproductsthat somewhat older sheep and goats (milk and wool) and cattle (traction and milk)
can provide.

WILD FAUNA
Bones from wild fauna have been rarelyencountered thus far.The lack of
wild animals may simply be a reflection of the small sample size, but assemblages from Greek Neolithic sites typically do not yield high numbers
of wild animals in proportion to the relative sample size of the collection.111The few bones of wild animals that were recovered are of the same
species as those recoveredfrom other Greek Neolithic sites. When analysis of the heavy and light fraction is carriedout, more bones from smaller
wild animals, including birds and fish, will probablybc cncountcred.
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CONCLUSION
althoughnotlarge,is the onlyMiddleNeolithic
Sincethe Halaiassemblage,
collectionfromcentralGreeceyet understudy,its analysisis of greatimportance."2Excavationsare continuingat the site and the conclusions
drawnheremustbe regardedastentative.Nevertheless,the generalbreakdownof animalspeciesat Halai is similarto that of otherstudiedassemblagesin Greecewith the bones of sheep/goatand pigs predominating
and muchsmallerquantitiesof cattleandbones of wild animals.Further
in-depthanalysisof previouslyand newlyrecoveredmaterialmayhelp to
clearup someof the manyquestionsthat remainaboutthe Neolithicdiet
andlocal environmentof Halai.
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112. Other previouslystudied
Neolithic collections in centralGreece
include those from Kitsos Cave in
Attica (Jullien 1981) and Skoteini
Cave in Euboea (Kotjabopoulouand
Trantalidou1993); both date to the
Late Neolithic. More comparablein
terms of site type, geographical
location, and time period are faunal
assemblagesfrom sites in Thessaly and
Macedonia,such as Achilleion
(Bokonyi 1989), Argissa-Magoula
(Boessneck 1962), and Sitagroi
(Bo5k6nyi1986).

APPENDIX 3
PALAEOETH NOBOTAN ICAL
INVESTI6ATIONS

113. See also Near 1992.
114. E.g., Renfrew 1989; Franchthi
7; Hopf 1961.
115. Dry screeningbefore flotation
can also cause mechanicalbreak-upof
botanicalremainsso this decisionwas
made on the basis of the abundanceof
large artifactswithin the soil samples.
116. Pearsall1989, pp. 29-31.

This report of palaeoethnobotanical investigations at Halai from 1992
through 1994 concentrates on the Neolithic deposits.'13Although numerous intensive palaeoethnobotanical studies have been published from
Neolithic sites in northern and southern Greece,114 few examples exist for
the central region.
All Neolithic levels so far excavated at Halai have been sampled for
archaeobotanicalremains. All of the soil excavated from trenches in Area
F was dry-screened through a wire screen (1-cm2 mesh) before being sent
to flotation in order to remove the sherds that were abundant throughout.
These sherds ranged in size from less than 1 cm to more than 10 cm and
were viewed as a potential threat to the botanical remains during the flotation process since large objects in the soil can crush the wet, fragile,charred
remains."5In addition, the fact that all soil was floated meant that, without hand-picking and prescreening, all artifactswould have gone through
flotation whether it was desirable for them to be washed or not. A total of
232 excavation units were processed by means of a modified Siraf-style
flotation system1"6and nested geological sieves for flot collection (1 mm
and 0.25 mm). Soil volumes for these units ranged from 10 to 340 liters.
The sampling strategywas adopted after initial trials showed that the density of remains was low (i.e., fewer than ten noncharcoal remains per 10liter sample on average). Even with 100% sampling, the number of botanical specimens collected from individual units was low.
Of the 232 Neolithic samples processed, 208 were scanned, while the
remaining 24 were fully sorted. The scanning procedure consisted of a
visual examination of samples in which specimens were identified but not
separated from the samples. Species were recorded using ordinal categories (e.g., 1 = 1-5 remains, 2 = 6-20 remains, 3 = 21 or over). Full sorting
included separation of remains into vials and then counting and weighing
them. Scanned samples were quantified using the presence or absence of
taxa. Specimen densities per volume of soil were calculated for sorted
samples and recorded along with presence/absence of particulartaxa.
All 232 samples were analyzed for the presence or absence of sixteen
categories of botanical material. Table 10 summarizes the results in two
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ways: (1) the total numberof samples in which the particularcategory was
found, and (2) apercentageof the total samples in which the botanical type
was found.
In twenty-four samples, seeds and other noncharcoal remains were
counted and ratios of taxa (number of remains) to soil volume were calculated. Charcoalwas separatedand weighed, and this weight (in milligrams)
was used in the density ratios. Table 11 summarizes the results.
The barley (Hordeumvulgare),einkorn wheat (Triticummonococcum),
and emmer wheat (Triticumdicoccum)remains are identified as predominantly domesticated varieties based on morphological features. Several of
the einkorn grains can be categorized as wild einkorn. Since many of the
grains could not be identified beyond genera, however, an accurate account of wild to domesticated grains is impossible. Both einkorn wheat
and barley are known to have grown in wild stands in the hilly steppic
regions of Greece up to modern times;17 thus it is possible that while
domesticatedcerealsthat were introducedinto the areaduring the Neolithic
were being cultivated, wild stands could still have been harvested. Alternatively,wild cereals can be found as weeds of cultivated fields and thus
their presence could be explained as crop processing residues.
Pulses are notoriously difficult to classify as wild or domesticated in
archaeologicalassemblages, since they can be identified as wild or domesticated only if the ephemeral seed coat is still preserved."8Wild legumes
grow abundantly in this region and could have been exploited before they
were fully domesticated. Nevertheless, collecting wild pulses is an intensive process, as most pods contain only two seeds, and the plants are frequently tangled in surroundingvegetation. The relative abundance of lentils in the analyzed assemblages tends to suggest that they were being
cultivated.
Remains of pistachio (Pistachia sp.), fig (Ficus sp.), and grape (Vitis
sp.) are also difficult to classify as either wild or domesticated by morphology alone. Since domestication of these taxa is more complex than that of
the cereals, their domestication is assumed to have taken place later than
that of barley and wheat. Discussion persists, however,regardingmorphological markers of domesticated grape, and claims have been made that
domesticated Vitisvinfferacould have occurredearlierthan the third millennium B.C."' Since the finds of Vitis sp. at Halai fall into the range for
wild grape, even on the basis of an expanded classification scheme, it is
likely that the inhabitants of Halai were exploiting wild varieties of these
species.
Ethnoarchaeological analysis of crop-processing techniques is useful
in determining what activities and technologies were used at prehistoric
agriculturalsites.'20It can also help to clarify the usages of particularcontexts within a site (i.e., a threshing floor, a clean grain storage area, etc.).
Thus far, the remains at Halai have all been clean or mostly clean (i.e.,
almost entirely grain without chaff or weed seeds), which indicates that
they were fully processed and in a ready-to-use state. None of the contexts
sampled can be distinguished as processing areas,but as most of them are
thought to be within the confines of houses or other closed architectural

TABLE 10. SPECIMENS
BY BOTANICAL TYPE
Botanical Type

No. of Samples

%

Triticum indet.
Triticum mono.
Triticum dicoc.

63
23

Hordeum indet.
Hordeum vulg.

76
28
166
18
86
97
25
124
22
51
11
61
230

27
10
2
33
12
72
8
37
42
11
53
10
22
5
26
99

Cerealindet.
Chaff
Lens sp.
Pulse indet.
Pistachia sp.
Ficus sp.
Vitis sp.

Weed indet.
Weed grass
Other
Charcoal

6

TABLE 11. NUMBER AND
DENSITY OF SPECIMENS
BY BOTANICAL TYPE
Botanical Type No. ofRemains Density
Triticum sp.
Hordeum sp.

Cerealindet.
Lens sp.
Vicia sp.

Pulse indet.
Pistachia sp.
Ficus sp.

Polygonaceae
Salsoleae
Crucifereae
Weed indet.
Other
Charcoal

86
124
520
198
12
32
211
410
3
6
12
7
20
2094 mg

23.76
34.25
143.64
54.70

3.28
8.86
58.29

113.20
0.82
1.64
3.28
1.91
5.53
0.58

Density is calculatedusing numberof
specimensper liter of soil x 1000.
117. Zohary 1986.
118. Zohary and Hopf 1973.
119. Smith andJones 1990, p. 324.
120. Hillman 1984;Jones 1983,
1984, and 1987a and b.
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TABLE 12. PERCENTAGE OF MODE WEIGHT TO
TOTAL WEIGHT OF PLANT REMAINS

Grams
%

121. Renfrew1989.
122. Greig andTurner1974.
123. Hillman 1984.
124. Jones 1983, 1984, and 1987a
and b; Hiliman 1984 and personal
communication;Sturtevant1919.

Type1

Type2

2.93
56.90

0.04
0.80

ModeofArrival
Type3
Type4
1.96
38.00

0.20
3.90

Type5

Type6

Type7

<0.01
0.10

0
0

<0.01
0.10

features, it is to be expected that the remains would be found "clean."
Threshing and winnowing are generally outdoor activities. Evidence from
other Greek sites indicates the widespread occurrence of small-scale, selfsupported, agriculturalcommunities.12' Since the area surrounding Halai
would have been climatically122and sedimentologically adequate for crop
cultivation, it is likely that most crops were locally produced.
It is useful to identify general mechanisms for the introduction of
botanical remains into archaeological sites to gain an understanding of
what types of plant/human interactions were occurring as well as why certain plants may be over- or underrepresentedon a site.123By considering
the uses of particulartaxa, one can assign remains to one of seven "modes"
of arrivalonto a site: (1) crop products or by-products (seeds, grain, chaff,
etc.), material that arrivedwhen harvested, and material brought to the
site from the field or after being traded, etc.; (2) seeds from noncultivated
plants gathered as fodder,bedding, or fuel (not including wood charcoals);
(3) seeds and plant material of fruits or nuts that represent material (used
as food or for other purposes) collected from domesticated or wild sources;
(4) seeds that represent plants gathered as foods, condiments, medicines,
drugs, or dyes; (5) plant material used for building, furnishing (such as
matting or thatching), or fiber; (6) seeds arriving in dung used as fuel or
garden material; and (7) seeds arriving fortuitously (nonsystematically,
such as plants attached to animal or human hair,fleece, hooves, feet, etc.),
plants cleared from an area in the settlement, and seeds from plants used
as decorations.124
The remains from the twenty-four fully sorted samples were grouped
into the above modes. As noted in Table 12, over half of the botanical
remains recoveredare categorized as those that would have arrivedduring
crop harvesting or as a result of processing. Although no clear processing
areas have been observed at Halai, it is not surprising that the majority of
remains that form the general botanical assemblage would be related to
what we consider the most dominant subsistence strategy,namely, farming. Of interest though is the percentage of recoveredremains that can be
classified as type 3-material of fruit and nut sources. At Halai these are
considered to be wild sources;thus, their inclusion in the botanical assemblage is indicative of the fact that, while agriculturalists,the inhabitants of
Halai were also aware of wild resources and purposefully acquired them
for use at the site. Percentages of mode weight to total weight of all remains were also calculated.The results are given in Table 12.
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CONCLUSION
My studiesthus far have shown that the Neolithic inhabitantsof Halai
were utilizingboth wild and domesticatedspecies.Cultivatedcropsincluded barley (Hordeumvulgare), emmer wheat (Triticum dicoccum),and
einkorn wheat (Triticum monococcum).
These crops were found in a fully

processedstate in the excavationunits sampled,and no crop processing
residueswererecovered.Pulsesthatwereprobablylocalcultivarsincluded
lentils (Lens sp.) and vetch (Vicia sp.). Although most remains arrived at

the site as the resultof cropharvests,overa quarterof them canbe identified as wild taxa.Gatheredspeciesincludedpistachio(Pistachiasp.), fig
(Ficussp.), and grape (Vitissylvesterus), along with other taxa possibly used

for medicines,dyes,housing,andfuel.
In general,the botanicalremainsat Halaiconformto thosefromcontemporarysites in northernand southernGreeceand they fall into what
has been calledthe typical"Neolithicpackage"for Greeceand the Near
East. Furtherevidencefrom excavationand analysiswill show whether
any aspectof the exploitationof plants at Halai is unusual,such as the
level of dependenceon particularspeciesor croptechnologies.
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